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CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION AND SUIVARY OF RECOMENDATIONS

°
The subject of.this report brings together several! academic superla-

tli.ves. It deals with uni4ersity-education in the most populous African*,

Country (75,000,000 to 80,0U0,000). and the one most'critical. for U.S. rela-

tions with black-peoples everywhere. It addresses thelmost complicated set

of currently attempted collaborative efforts!between a 'developed and a

developing nation at the highec educational level: makingorder out of the

, relation between hundreds of institutions in the(United.States and the

aspirations of a nation with a reVitalized.Nntional Universities Commission,

an ambitious'new-educational polley,.and six old.and seven newuniversities:

Finally, it attempts to cope withwhat may be the largest.national request
!

ever made of U.S. higher education 'for-unive-rsiey-builing assistance-over-

seas, particularly for academic,staff and interunivergity linkages.

1

The challenge is to find effective means of. Nige/lian access to the
, i

appropriate and,interested U.S. universities out of\the baffling total and

to foster linkages in pursuit pf mutually held objecCiyes. That was the

task undertaken by the fiVe-man.team which visited Niger.ia,.February

through March 14, 1977, at the request of theNational Untkiersities Com-
\

mission (hereafter°NUC), whith had sent a Staff Scouting TeaM to the United

States in JUne-July, 1976, The Affierican team was organized by 'the OverseaS

Liaison Committee of the American Counc'il on Education (1:creafter\oLC/ACE)

and co-:sponsored by'the NUC and the U.S. Agency foiI;:ternJcional Develop-

ment under Section 661 of the Foreign Asr;istance Act whicn provideS

the authority for A:I.D. to help friendly.countries identify their' develop-
=^ ,

.ment prioritieS.

.8
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2

The charge.to the team'was to produce action-oriented recommendations"-

lo. the NUC and ther.interested American and Nigerian parties on maximiiing

U.S. 'university assistance to Nigerian university education in three areas:

. 1, Overseas staff recruitment.

2. In-country staff deVelopment

3. Interuniversity linkages for developmental purposes.

The team met in Washington; D.C.,. for briefings and discussions ,before

going abroad. In Nigeria, it traveled by commercial plane, air charter, and

automobile -to every new university (seven) and every existing one (six) except

.Ahmadu Bello University, which was missed by bad luck of theveather rather

than of the number, thirteen. Meetings were held. with Vice-Chancellors,

Deans, and key faculty members.- Visits were made to all new sites. For

.

essential briefing purposes, the team Was privileged to meet wi,th the Chief.

of Staff, Supreme Headquarters, Brigadier S. Yar'Abdua; the ComMissioner

of Education (Ministry of Education),-Colonel A.A. Ali; the.Chairman of .

the, NUC, Chief S.O. Adebo (formerly Nigerian Representative to the Unted

Natiohs); and U.S. Ambassador Easumusually with members of.theit staf

At the beginning and)end, briefingThnd debriefing meetings were held Witt

Dr. Aminu, Executive Secretary of. the NUC, and his'key aides.

The report assumes, much that is not explained for,the general reader

but some underlying observations may help.at the outset.

0
If Americanuniversities continue to prize.transnational university

relations, the current opportunities offered in Nigeria are without com-

,parable challenge since the days of institution-building An India, and

with greater potential reciprocity. Current Nigerian univerSity plans are

extremely ambitious in both scope and schedule, and particularly so in the

health professions, with the likelihood-that:overall goals will be adhered

9
0.



to b,ut the schedule delayed somewhat. Of the three requests made by the

NUC, American higher education can be of most assistance (a) through selec-

tiw! and systematized linkages with Nigerian universities; (b) through aid

Nigerian staff development plans; and of least assistance (c) through

open-market recruitment (or what has been inelegantly called, "body

shopping").

With the end of U.S. bilateral concessional aid to4Nigeria in June 1977,
.

)new funding strategies for university relations are called for. New funding
,

,

',
\.'-sources external to the universities will be essential and despite reciprocal
I

U.S. University benefits and even .continued core support; the "balance of.
, .

1=',-

payments" will hereafter call fer Nigerian futding of an unprecedented order.'-,

it short, without increased funds froM the cambrifed-sources;-includingLsalary

topping-up arrangements, to collaborative scheme can sucCeed. Finally, out

of both self-interest and altrutsm,-the-Ubl.ted-States and its_universities
. ,

should respond affirmatively to Nigeria's request and, in the absence of

existing organized machinery for doing so, some effective ad hoc means should

be devised.

Recommendations are summarized at the outset. Supporting-materials

follow.

0.

iS
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RECOMIENDATIONS

Objective 1: Overseas Staff Recruitment-

/
. 1. That direct recruitment of U.S. personnel should be the responsi-

bility of Nigerian universities, with the OLC/ACE giving, facilita-

tiye assistance.

2. Thqt effective American participation calls for information clarifi-

. _

catioq, orderly processes', operational manageability., and policy

coordination which the NUC and the NigeriarC-juniversities will agree'

upon and implement through a Nigerian universities'. office in'

Washington, D.C.

3. That the OLC/ACE establish a facilitative relationship with tlie NUC

office, When established in Washington,..minimally With an OLC.staff.

me.aber designated as the Liaison Officer for Nigeria.

4. That the LiaiSon Officer for Nigeria, under the supervision of the,

Director of OLC, aid the NUC coUnterpart to develop relations with

U.S. universities, to utilize professional communications media, ro

create an effective recruitment process, to identify 'interview

panels, to harness the cooperation of the associations in the

AMerican Council on Education, and to foster other medes of orderl.y-

,access to the American academic community.

5. . That the NUC, with OLC collaborat4on,. work out .and present to the
,

American acadeMic community-the necessary_ oonditions 'for U.S.

recruitment for the Nigerian universities, including .(a).n realistic

employment prospectus with detailed.roaditions of service and nyail-

able amenities, as prepared by the NUC; (b) the research opportuni-

ties in special fieids and other'.suppleMentary activities beyond

11



teaching; (c) the solicitation of tooperationfroM the Offices of

International Programs or equivalent, units in U.S.'universities;,0
--.

and (d) the use ofacademic personnel experienced in Nigeria as
.

recruitment aides.

6. that Ehe NUC, with the.facilitation of OLC/ACE, utiliZe the "open,
s).

market" as the TriMary but not sole means ot recruiting lower-level

teaching personnel (recognizing that:dnteruniversity linkages, if,

established, would effectively supplement the market)..

Thatsenior-level personnel be recruited by the NUC on p More

structured/basis f'r program development, research development, ..

and general academic leauership through

(a) interinstitutional linkages as recommended below;

(b) use of professional associations in the United States;

(c) ,creation and use of-special. U.S. awards tenable in Nigeria

fol'a year on a renewable basis,'honorific by virtue of

national selection; and attractive to-U.S'. senior academics

for career advancement, utili.ting the Fulbright-Hays machinery,

.

so far as poSsible andlextenaing that'model as netessary.

8. That recruitment of health pr-qessionals begin under 6 and 7, as

appropriate, but that a longer-term plan 13e devise(Lby a special.

working party, composed of U.S. and NigerianmediCallyoriented .

academics,,which would further clarify general and specific needs, 7

and work out a suitable U.S.-Nigerian plan- for effective U.S.

assistance, particularly in the pre-clinical and asic medical

sciences.

9. That effective methods be developed for short-term projects Using

,U.S, personnel, bOth academic and non-acgdemic and both in the

12



United States and in Nigeria, for specialized services (e.g.,
0

conference leadership; program planning:.instruction of non-academic.

groups with similar functions; in-servfee education).

10. That a schEme for salary topping-up be deyised and made widely

.
known, to assure equity of compensation where

o

Nigerian re-tea and

allowances will not suffice.

11. That special attention also'be givew.otherdOteconditions of suecess-

ful recruitment, including assured 'housing,: adequate schooling for

children, removal of constraints to job performance, researeh sup-.

port, and', opportunities"For spouses.

Objective II: Staff Development Plans

i,

..
.

,.-.k. 1. That OLC/ACE (a) assist Nigerian universities with their staff
/

.

development plans through the fullest possible use of existing and.

%

experiencedApecrican agencies, including the African-American

,

Institute, university graduate schools, and other appropriate and

in'rested institution8; and (b) use itS'goOd offices' to assist

the Nigerian universitieS' with,their postgraduate,Orograms, where

requested, as an in-country resource for fa.culty development. / '

_

.2. That all collaborators in sUch assistance recognize that

admissibn decisiohs lie with the U.S. universities' in such a. jeal-

ously guarded manner (inclyding applicant evaluation, availability

of spaces, and departmental interest) that responsibi10i.ty

cannot be assumed by OLC/ACE or any other body external to the-

university.

c
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3. That other forms of staff development be similarly aided, such as

(a) by serving short-term, less-than-degree needs of Nigerian

faculty seeking U.S. university services;
0

-(b) by identifying appropriate professionalS..of t,eams of pro-
,

fessionals to dirett or participate in in-service education
.

in Nigeria;

by organizing U.S.-based programs for short-term training

when requested; -

(d) by special attention to the needs of academic and adMinistra-

tive support personnel, such as registrars, bursars, librar-'

ians, pla'nning ofiicers, dire-Aors of works, and technicians.

That Nigerian-and U.S. uniyersities continue to cooperate in-the

AFGRAD program administered by the Africari-American Institute and

that extension of thartype of plan be explored, including the

possibility of Nigerian payment of tuition.
, I

I

5. That within such interinstitutional linkages as are established,

the.U.S. cooperator(s) give particular attention to tailor-made

programs for Nigerian faculty-in-training, to choice of relevant

research toPics, to the advantages of thesis work in Nigeria, and

to useful ways of interlacing rcriods of work in'Nigeria and America

for maximum Nigerian 'usefulness and continuing relations between'

professor and studeht.

Objective Interuniversity Linkages

1. That Nigerian universities establish formal links with. particular

U.S. universities, individually or in systems or'consortia, in order



8

to facilitate the recruitment of the high-level academics required

and the assistance needed in Nigerian staff development.

2. _That Nigerian institutions seek linkages of sufficient breadth and

scope (e.g., at the dean's level) to assure effectivenesS, a com-

podnding of experience, and substantive benefits.

3.. That a requested by NUC, OLC/ACE assume an active role in identify-
.

ing interested parties and bringing them together for establishing

dinka2ges.

4. .That'in,order to help iddntify some of the U.S. universities inter-

ested in linkages, OLC/ACE consider including in its 'methods a

-nationwide, meeting to Which.major'graduate-degree-granting univer-.

sities will be inytted,to discuss this report and possibilities of -

educational services to.Nigeria.

.

5. That on the U.S. side, the OLC/ACE explore theyossibiljties of-

linkages through sistems and consortia of universities, including

NUc's requested,interest in.relations with the Nidwest Universities.

Consortium for International Activities (NUCIA).

6. That the pariies to the established linkages,.once made, seeka.to

maximize the interinstitutional relationship, wfth zissistance.In

Aort-term :and long-term personnel exchanges; in.admission of

Nigerfan staff to the linked graduate school or another appropriate-

one.in the United States or Nigeria: in fdentifiCatiOn and ptirsuit

of research relevant to Nigerian .needs; and in contemplation of an

enduring twinning relationship.

1 5



CHAPTER II

CON1EXT RT.< NICERI,N-AMERiCAN UNTU:RSITV RELATIONS

MunT'Versity, whether American or Nigerian, canno: b^-what it professes

unless it embraces cultures other than its own, pursues the continuum of

truth which knows no boundaries', and welcomes scholars andAdeaS from around

tha worYcI, l'.t,se.ems late for a reminder that U.S. uniyersities would gain'

from links with.overseas universities like,.those in Nigetia:, in awareness

of the world and understanding of its developmental problems, 4n trainTng

. future contributors to.American and Nigerian society, in enrichment of aca-

demic life at home, and in putting knowledge to practi,ce.

Nigeria is a criticAl country in Affica's future. The'United StateS
_ .

bound to,Africa, and thus to Nigeria, in 'speCi:i'l ways both culturally and

, -
diplomdtically. greatly iMproved U.S.:Nigerian relations,regardd a!:;

'inevitable and a return to normal, were repeatedly called tci tht team'S

attention during its visit.

A base fot linkages exists in actual experience.. interuniversity rein-

tions through governmental aid,. foundation philanthropy, and'spentaneolis

scholarly exchanges have been numerous enough to'point the way both to

problems and opportunities. The balance is clearly on the'positive side,
.

as Nigetian academits -overwhelmingly testify. The U.S. Agency for Inter-
. ,

national. Development has,put 'more resources into.higher educaLion in Nigeria

than in any other,African' country,although the era of'bilateral'aid will

come to an end An June 1977. All th Major U.S. foundations have had signifi-
7

cant prdgrams in Nigerian educatiort. lInder'the auspices of the U.S. Agency

for International Development, significant universitry:to-unimersity linkages

existed between:

16
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Kansas State UniVetsity and Ahmadu Bello University ;
(fourteen years)

Teachers College, Columbia

Michigan StateUniversiq

New York University

UniverSity.of Califoinia,
Los:Angeles .

.

'University of Pittsburgh'

and University of Lagos (f/ive years)

/ ,

and. University of Nigeria, eight

years)

and UniversitY of Lagos. (seven,

"years):

'and Federal Advanced Teaehers.Train-,.
ing College, later merged.wi01
,University of Lagos .(seven years) -

,and: 'Ahmadu Bello.Un4Versity (eleyen
Years)

,

University of Wisconsin. Lod., .University of Ife (ten years) c.

(Johns Hopkins University

niversities of Connecticut and
Massachusetts

,and UniyersitY nf Lagos (three- years)

anck UniVersity'of.Ife (four and,a

half-yearS)

Approximately- 590 man,Years of service.were contributed by:these U.S, uniVer-

sities to their Nigerian.collaborators, and Nigerians received almost. as.

many man-years of -training in. the...United States. This riting is obviously

incomplete and omits other American donor agencies including the. founda- -

tiogs, independent eduCational bodies, and universitfes,with less formal.

linkages. (For more inforMation, see Appendix A.)

An unprecedented combination of factors Tokes this a propitious- time

for Nigerian universieY development with the assistance of external.partnerS..

The attitude of the FederalMilitary (kivefnment is orging exPldsive uniVr7

.sity:expansion to remove.geographical:educational imbalances;,to foster

.

national unity, and to trhin high-level manpower,-perhaps at a pace which

r

is beyond even the dreams of the academics theMselves. A National Policy

on Education, issued this year,states-the Thilosophy and specific objectiyes

that underlie the "current massive inveStmentS in education" and adopts
. t
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. .

education as "an instrument-par excellence for effecting national,deVelop-

, ment." This.turns out to-be a map for the future iather than a description

of the present, but it is impressive and forward-looking. By becree No. 1

(1974), the Federal Military Government reconstituted the Naeional Univer-
.

sities CommiSsion, endowing it with new powers 6ver the funding of,all

universities, the founding of.new ones, and the setting of national guide-.

,

lines: Now that higher education is on the Exclusive Legislative List of

N' thd,Federal CoVernment'-(i.e., under federal control'and funding) and seven

new universities are starting-from scratch, the NUC has an overall role

. which willsignificantly Affect external relations and partnerShips.
-

Finally, the Third National Development Plan also givesSpecific impetus

td-university edutation for high-level)manpowertraining and:economic
1..

development.
1.

/. .lbe. present configuration of .university education in Nigeria combines

six existing universities and,seVen new ones, as follows:
.11

Existing

,

thiversity of Ibadan
University of Nigeria, Nsukka
University of Lagos-,
Ahmadu Bello' University
University of Ife
University of Benin

New

/
/

University of, Calabar
UniVersity of Jos/
University of Maid,uguri
University of Sokoto
University College,-;Ilorin
UniverSity College, Port Harcourt
Bayero University College, Kano

'"-
.

When the country was divided into 12 sEates,.it was commonly assumed

that all would eventually have universities. The new ones are a projection

of that original. intention, and now that there are 19 states, the creation

or universitieg, may not be an end. The designation "University College"

is now shown to be without permanent significance and in October the full-

fledged.university titles will he assumed.

4,
I I 18
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/

/ / . 7 ;
,

Fer.existine/Oniversitiesc -the Third (NationalDevelopment Plan coatet

//%
/

. . _

/
,

plateS increased Useof,existing facilities, with a-leveling off at enroll-

x; I ' ,
1

. /
/

, mehts between 8,500 and 10,000 in each. Established enrollment goals for
,

/

\',,
,,

thejnew institutions by.1980, are.:
/

Calabar 2,500
.2,500

Maiduguri 1,900'

:Sokoto .
1,900

,

2,000\ /

--
H=n' /

____
1,900'

,

/ Port HarCourt 1;900 -:

, /

i ,

/

/

...

.

Some may have:difficulty attaining their goals, butKano, wlth its head ,

start, is likely to exceed-jta2Aarget. TheNUC etiMates that bv 1980, total
,

r

6niversityenrallment will. be 55,000, ef,--whom 44,0Wwill be -in the .three=

'year first-degree programs. The balarice-will coni-st of' Ore-university

.

..

students in some type of -readiness preparation, diploma and: siib,degree j

.._

diploma students I and postgraduates. 'A plan for5,000 poStgraduates is ----... .:

----...,,,_
, .

,
. .

;

also,included. Eonstruction of 75.percent on-Campus accoMmodaiion is
. .

^

contemplated. .

The need for basic faculties in the:new universities is undergC)ing

,

further scrutiny and NUC working parties will make further reeemmendattons
ra'

on the profeSsional fields. .Meanwhile, :it' is planned that the new_ Univer-

sities willihave the following faculty COnfiguration:

, ;

. -
/

,.. ,

, EducaPion )

Humanities ) ,

..

Medieine- ) - all universities

Natural Science ), ..

x Social SCience,and BUsiness Studies ) ' ,

.AgricUiture

C.-
-,

./

.,.. Veterinary Medicine

19

four universities (Calabar,:
Maiduguri, Port. Harcourt,

SokotoY'

Awo universities (Maiduguri,
Sokoto),
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Eng neering chree universities (Ilorin, Xano,-
\POrt"Harcourt)

11

five universities (all except
'florin, Port Harcourt)

Environmental Design Jos only
(architetture, etc.)

Given.the dominant role of rurall.ife in Nigeria, with ies capacity for

generating public policy pressures, and the fact that present policy rests

on'a judgment'by the National Manpower Board (that'existing.agricultural

facilities are'underutilized)', it appears likely that more faculties of

agriculture will yet.be established.
r

Not all !riew" uniVersities,are literally beginning'afresh. 'Calabar

has been an outpost of the University of NiOria (Nsukka) and the students

in the pipeline will.in fact be'gradnated from Nsukka in a special'arrange-
,,

meat. Jos has been functioning as an extension of Jbaddn. Kano is con-
,

Onuing Several Programs begun under the earlier relationship with Ahmadu,'.
' .

.

.Bello. Some temporary quarters liave been inherited in many cases also:
.)

i

for example, Maiduguri Operates in the facilities of the North-East College

--of_Arts and Science, .Ilorin in the Ware College of.' Technology, Port Harcobtt

in aseconeary Sehool, :Ind Sokoto:in secretariat buildi s inherited from

the s ace government.

t

All'present sites are temporary,- although ome Will expand into. adjacent.
- . .

pro erty. By NUC :standard, all:have permanent sites_of huge size, approxi-

matiely 0,000 _acres. florin will have 40,000.:',Student and staff acCommoda-

ti ns are top priorities; and attractive, well planned buildings ate iising

\,
e erywhere, although-the pefmanent physiCal plants yet depend on compleon

.

q

f plans through the NUC. in Lagos. Attractive, functional campU8s of the

mini-city model can be-expece-d at every site, generally al4o adjacent to

a new teaching hospital.

.2
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All universities are generalized institutions: the specialized on-

cepf has been specifically rejected; however, the Government has asked all

universities, old and new, to develop some specialized "Centre of ExCellence."

Also, talk of a major national University of Technology has long persisted.

Such specialization will present extremely difficult problems for the NUC.

All universities are encouraged to have Organized Research Units

(funded by NUC.or otherwise,apart f,rom the regular university budget) which

"should only grow Out lof a coordinated University research policy," but new

.universities are urged not to do so before 1980. Ail will have Computer

Centres, beginning as a management tool and.contemplated, perhaps over=

zealudsly, for library,-research, and teaching uses. 'Departments of Library

Science will begin in all new universities in the Faculties of Education,

but will become separate 'Schools in the next National Development Plan.

Service,to the,communityis not to be Mere rhetoric, although faculty

members continue to debate the mix'required with teaching andreseareh. The

Academic'Planning Croup of.the.NUC candidly states.that the Sounding of the

universities-WaS:"in responsetto planned manPower requirements and to articu-
- ,

late geo-political ddmands." Therefore, teaching, research, atiesservice are

to respond to regional needs.

.

Pre-degrge students will provide a dimension noi familiar to American

observers,. They:will be a significant fraction Of the student Topulation at .

the outset in the new universities; starting wherever-they are above the

"0"-level and pursuing preparatory programs lasting one. or 6do ears.. "Medi-

,.

\

cine" will'aIl be on' a pre-mqical, or preparatory, basis until 1986. Pre7

- degree students may well prove to be the safety valve in !fleeting projected

enrollthents,, or at least in keeping the number ol spaces filled. . Overall,

the relation of, the_pre-university part of the nation's educational. systOni



to the university is so important that it is given special attentio7 in

Appendix B, '"Secondary Education and University Admissions."

To achieve all this, what are the staff requirements and the expecte-

tions of help Ole United Sta'tes? Precision is impossible, but the NUCf

has Made estimai-14filch serve aO a gdide. The INUC Academic Planning Group

. says "3,000 additional teachers will needrb belfed into the systeM by..

-1980" for academic purpose alone, and "the vastimajority will be expa-

triates:" 'The Staff Scouting Team which visited North America in 1976 said.

. 2,500 would b needed, with just over 1,500 to i"come from outside Nigeria

in the form of external recruitment and acadeMic reclamation," Technical;
A

,p.lanning, and administrative, staff will also be needea, but "far fewer."
,

.The ruc s table oF recruitment requirements (A pendix C) shows'a,198081

teacher increase-over 1975-76 of 669 in'all as ects of Medicine, 350 in the
I

F, tences, and 200 in 'Engineering.

I

The Npc alseL hopes to foster U.S.-Nigeri
-

.a statf,recruitment faCilit&tor and as a material help in the education

interuniversity linkages as

Nigerian staff who-seek bverseas degrees.
,

9f

The appeal for help from the United States has several fiases: exagger---

ated noptions of ease of recruitment in a glutted market, goqd historical

relations, common use of English, admiration Ofrhe land-grant service con-.

cept,'the appeal of management effiCiency and technological prowess, and
:...

desired access to such curricular strengths as Business Administration,

Library Science, Agriculture, and Engineerin-g. U.S. universities are also

characterized by such a tremendous variety in type, size, interest,-ethnic,

composition and.specialization that they Can .provide almost any reseurce

or match desired.

2 2
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On the other band, the Nigerian scene presents many features which

should elicit favorable response from U.S. universities. Not least of these

is a cadre of extremely able and educated Nigerian academic and governmental

leaders who would become working colleagues. Also, Nigeria, unlike many

other developing countries, exhibits no lethargy and stasis; on the con-
0

trary, it is a vibrantly growing--sometimes chaotically exploding--country

with evident developmental potential and attractive, hospitable people.

ci



ISSUES IN NIGERIAN-U.S. COOPERATION

Machinery for Cooperation

, !

American-Nigerian university relations lack machi er for. match7making

/4/ I. /
.and for cooperation. .There is no close U.S. counter, art of the Inter-/

University Council (IUC) in Britain. That is becauSe there is no traditi n

of Empire; the American university "system"

defy foreign ,comprehension; and ti

/ /
se numerous and- diVerse a4 to

rampant pluralism. even when run Orough'

national organizationS, is Stil so disparate that interuriiversity relations
.

,..

*are notharnessable. All effertS to cope with this problem in the Oast ;have'
, ,

met failure..

On the Nigerian sid, a.new NUC offers.foCused access:to Nigerion uni-

versities, which toUld be cruel:al.- Lt has powers,,ifinancial and otherwise,

- for "pulling-things.tegether," despite vigorous/ongoing dehate-iabont the
.

..,

/ ,
. /

/

proper and'optimal division of labor between NUC and the 9utdnoMy-conseious.

.aniversities. .That relationship is precisely what'nnvone gould find in Ow

/

American counterpart, or any other7-a healthy, selk-balancing..tension; but

Nigeria does now'have a new mode of'toordination and accommodation bits

university relations,:both internally and externally,

HoC4 toput the 'American side arid. the Nigerian side together, given the
.

NUC requests kor significant help,, is the crux of-the matter. Some new. .

machinery seems required, not.j6, St to retruit (if'indeedto recruit at

but to make sense out of the, -6haos, atomisin, and entrepreneurial Arives

otherwise prevail. Until the current study of International Linkages in.

Higher Education, chaired by Dr. Fred Harrington, produces,a national vehicle,

if it1 does, the arguments seeM overwhelming that (a) better use should be
.

17
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Made of existing organizations and procedures and. (b) vigorous facilitation

on the American side should parallel the responsibility on the Nigerian

side. Therefore, the new machinery.would be facilitative, not operational

on t'he IUC model. It would perform a bridging function, speed access to

'Americanhigher eracation, guide Nigerian'representatiyes. in. this country,

,

. and SerVe in. a host of intrmediating roles. The shunning of bright. new

/ , H

.maChinery W4.th.a full-responsibility mandate is.basecron a/Conviction. that
.

_ -I / ! J
.

..

. .

it;s mply-could not "deliver, 'H...ft the present Americannature of things.
r,

Fundirig

'The old ways oEfUnding interuniVersity relation's are dead or dying.

U.S. bilateral concessional aid to Nigeria ifs to come to.an end on June 30,

. /
1977. /Relations funded under technical assistance contracts cannot be

relied upon, as in the past; ahd universities have never been able to use

-..,
regular budgets (or the public ones toise publicly appropriated .fuhds) for

,su6 purposes. Marginal costs have C Me fromTovernment contracts or founda-

-'tion grants. The end af the "aid m ntality" As welcOme on bOth sides, but

it creates a-need for new 'funding strategies and an awareness that despite

admitted American university benefits and rile continued university willing-

ness to share the costs of.joint interest, the "balance of payments" will

call for Nigerian fuhdingof an whprecedented order. Replacement'of what

was,formerly supplied by the U.S. Government will now haveto dome from

sources external to the cooperating universitie.

The visiting team was told by NUC officials not'to concern itself with

the funding problem--a welcome.instruction; however, some'new solution is a

condition.precedent to, successful American-Nigerian univerSitly relations.

American university representatives wish it were otherwise', but they are

25
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c6nfronted -with two intractable constraints: governmental decisions beyon

,heir control and internal financing stringency rarely appreciated abroad

Indirect costs of cooperation can'still be borne, but' the direct bests,

both'capital and recurrent.,will have..to be Nigeria's respOnsibility,/as

.

seems to be Tully understood.

,
' However, there is. the other side of the equation. The spirit of aca:

demic partnership still prevails. Nigeria's oil-generated capacity to

purchase goods and services in the American education market iS not likely

oto blind the American uniVersity to its self-interestnn accesto another

world and in a partnership-which is active rather than reactive. The American

-part of the equation is worthy o external_Support,.including new fanding

forns from the U.S. Government, particularly if the alternative is the col-

lapse'of the whole delicate network of relationships. Therefore, appro?1-iate

new kinds of tipport, bothjby govelnment and by foundations, should be
/

exhaustively/explored. The search should cover three governmental sources:

(1) Section/211(d) for American use on research in or related to Nigeria;
/

(2) latitude under regional technical assistance funding; and (3) special

project support via such mechanisms as expanded authority under Section 661
1

(or a new authority) 1.&ichwould enable the H.S. Government to make a f:gaan-
,

. ,L1
c, .:.

cial commitment ..7o the attainment of "'lual U.S.-Nigerian higher education

goals. Undet an expanded authority, the U.S.' Government might contribute to

4the support costs .of such-services as the proposed OLC Liaison Office or
:..

bight even Consider establishing a specal U.S.7Niterian awards program,

Otterned after the Fulbright-Hays mechanism and supported by the Bureau.

-Of Education.and Cultural Affairs of the Department of.State.

26
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The Total Challenge and the U.S..Part

In trying to determine what part of the total Nigerian,needs U.S. uni-
.

versitiea should address themSelves to, .other'aiterna.tives must,he considered.

Universities.in all other countries are potential collaborators, although use

of the English language provides p.ractical IimitationS. .india is, thefefore,

the chief non-European source, while the Otherwise-logical Arab and.Moslem

worlds, are handicapped. Traditional British sources are still most attrac,

tive, chiefly through the,IUC, although external funding now begins.to

'parallel thact des'cribed above for Aterican relations. In staff recruitment,
r

IUC will attempt to help locate only 250 to 300 of. 'the new staff Nigeria.is

requesting overseas, even.with special Nigerian funding.

A

Fortunately, close examination leads to the conclusioh'that Aniericah

response Lan be:helpful op a good deal more relaxed.basis than the-original'

Nigerian request contemplated. A.."crash" prOgram would not succeed' anyway.-
74,

While the,objectivea of-the new Nigerian university plans are admirable.and

the goals will undoubtedly be ultimately attained, the timetable is bound to

'be altered- More than the realizable is how mapped out, particuldrly in the

light of-building delays, staffhortfalls, admission inadequacies-,-and

'inherent big-scale management diffiatilties both in Lagos and on campus.

Plans in Medicine-Allustratethe point and may prove to be the.hardest to

attain,'despite the obviously insatiable demand.' The, Government. is moVing
.

faster than the academics can cope The NUC Academic Planning Group com-,

plained that it "had to contend with fait'accompli, liko the decision

.
Government that each of the new-Universities shall have a College of.Medi-

. .

,cine." The suggested alternative of large increases in the capacity of the

existing medical schools was governmentally oVerridden. vIt will now take a.

super4luman effort to maintain yhat is begun, to staff Seven fledgling'.

2 7
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faculties with the hardest-of-all-to-get personnel in the basic medical

sciences, to harmonize university 1.nterest and Ministry of Health bperation

of the teaching hospitals and to "put it all together" for full-scale educa-

tion of medical Practitioners by 1980.

'Universities admit that they may have to shift their start-ups and

phase-ins for some other faculties as well. Nigerians are, above all,

pragmatists. They are likely to adhere to their g'oals rather than their'

timetable. American'Collaborators Will be comfortable with.that philoSoph

. 0

Amidtall this e:straordinary growth, determiation to avoid lower standards

fs qn everyone's lips (most of all in the older universities, of course).
.

That in itself is a safeguard. NeverthelesS,, the-impression is abroad that

education is so highly prized and local needs are_so:keenlv_felt that what-,

ever university places are'built, they will be fillod.--either by fUlly quali-

,fied uniVersify-level students or by the needed aumber of preparatory ones.

The Outsider needhave no reason to find fault with this fact.

1 06stacles

Some potential negatives must be candidly recognized. Illbere recruit-

-

ment is involved; care will be required to attract only those Americans who

can work effectively In the. Nigerian setting. .Even So, theyshould not be

recruited in sufficient' number to produce high visibility, with,its dangers'

of.foreign enclaves, faculty blocs, and scapegoating in time of world ten-

. ,
.

0
sion. .Also, Ameiicans and Nigerians, espeCially those trained in Britain

, ..
.

and Europe, often do not see eye-to-eye in educational philosphy and m:.3demic

systems. The American will have to be prepared to learn', some circles,

that only a few of his or ner universities are well enough kn6174-ta-be

regarded,as over the threshold of capability,to help Nigerians. Obversely,

.Nigerian academics Will'have to appreciate that'no amount of explanation or

2 8
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prestige or entreaty will get Nigerian faculty members into 7.J.S.'graduate

Jcbools except on the basis of meticulous individual evaluation. Ottier .

similar mutualmisunderstandings'provide ready grist for the millspof_inter-

institutional linkages, wb.271 tbey,come.into.being.

Whatever machinery fo, cioperation-is chosen, administrative obstacles

-

Lun and will arise, on both sides. 'Styles and practices will differ, but

crntinuity of planning and effectiveness of operation call for all parties

to zoid cumbersome procedures, slow payment'of obligatiOns, faulty communi.-7

, .
-

Cations, and bureaucratic indecision. This' stricture applies to the.univer--

sities at bOth ends and to both the Lagos and Washington'offices.. Delays
4

i

in processing can be.disastrous in recruiting personnel, Particularly thOse
..,..-

.

,

who have alternative offers and family options--as-the 'best prospects do.
.

,..
.

.

.
. .

Anotheir obstacle Is the provision\of "quality control" for personnel

recrulted in the United StateS. In the oPen market, outside the channels

Of linkages, there is no place for responSibility to.be.assumed: the

recruiting Nigeriane are left.with "Let the buyer-beware" and with their

skill n interpreting.dossiers andpersonalities:

Likewise, on the American side, caveat emptor prevails also because

recruits have none of the msual home-base protections of contractual cer-

tainties, tenure and penSion rights, accepted amenities, and known'environ.

ment. Dwelling on the worst that could occur is futile both at home and

abroad, but its materialization abroad is a quantum difference.

Prdtess, vs. Precision

As in estimating staff assistance, 'Precise numbers are .not available.

for precise decision-making.. It seems advantageous for both Nigerians-and

Americans tc rely on process rather than,preciSion--on some otdeTly
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machinery.and procedureS, some recognized channels, letting the numho

remain,conScious targets to be approximated as closely as working of.

.the process will permit.

These issues, as discussed in
_ .

chapter, have their positive and

negative aspects, which the.(team's recommendatiots have.attempted to take

fully into account.

tp



CHAPTER IV.

,STAFF RECRbITMENT IN THE UNITED STATES'

"Staffing will be the most serious Problem the new universities will

. face," writeS the Academic Planning Group of NUC,, "yet it will be the Most

critical." Also, in the early years, "Expatriates will accoun for the

majority OT ProfeSsots, Wbile.NigerianS constit'ute the majority of the .

lower ranks.'"

.Certain piinciPles-seem desirable in'this,reiationship. Expatriates
.

.

Sbould.be aHlast resort, filling'it where qualified Nigerians are-Unavail-

able. They should.be a-temporary phenomenon, toe replaced as soon as

'Nigerians can be trained. Tn certain disciplinesy expatriates should.be

. . .

rarely or never hired: the indigenous fanguagee.and the politically Sensi-

tive areas, such as the socialSciences. Fortunately for the purposes Of

this report, the team was asked to address.itself chiefly to the scientifie

and professional _fields, where cultute-bound conSiderations are-less crucial.

reCruitment should beon the basis of-,"full disclosure" of.conditions
,

Of life and work, good and-bad. American university employment sources
;

will be particularly useful in "typically American"'fields, .such as home

economics; eXtension.and continuing education, visual Aids, computerscience.

and technological fields. Such soUrces will be difficult to tap for senior

personnel, laboratoty-dependent scientists,,health professionals Who have

. private-practice alternatives, and mid-career-specialists who have maximum

bome-life and acadeMid-life hazards.

Also, the need for U.S. assistance has_to be put against other alterna-

tives for the Nigerians:

.2 5
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1 "Academic reclamation" of Nigerians pursuing degrees or post-degree

careers abroad.

Overseas sources other-thane,the United,States.

Secondment irom government, industry, and the older Nigerian

universities.

Policy changes which would lower the targets, such as

a. Selective prolongation of development cY'cles in the new

university facilities

b.1 Increase in faCulty-student ratio in appropriate fields

(ratios of 17 are average and 1:10 seems to be the planned

maximum years hence).

Even when these options are exploited as the Nigerians ghoose, expecte-
,

tions of 'the United States will be great, and.undoilbtedly beyond easy realize-
,

tion. Among the American sources which the Nigerians are considering are:

Marketableyoking Ph.D. hOlders

2. letireeS or seekers' of last-assignment opportunities

3. Sabbatical ana,,other leave-holders

4. .Short-term conSultency types'

Competitors in a tailor-made'extension of Fulbright-type awards.

To be, realistic,.. all:parties. should uhderstand the.Magnitude of the. 'Con-1;

remplated relationship, . Comparison with the present depehdeney on expatriates

is one criterion. What is sought in the United States is almost double the .

.

._ .
..._

current accumulated expatriate population in the Nigerian uniVersities.' (See

m
APpendix 121.) Such recruitment would worsen the present proportions, which

P range from 10 percent expatriate at Lagos tb 50 percent at Ahmadu Bello. For

L

the older universities generallA y, the fracti6n is a. quarter. Another com-
.

. ,

.parisen is with previous Ameriean experience wherein most AID-contracted
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. .

...university-relationships yielded no more than 12 to.15 Arne ican,faculty mem-
,

5

bers in the overseas University at any one time. , On the other hand, a

faVorite Nigerian reply. is that one reruit from every four-yeat degxee-

granting university in America would exceed the objective!

Candor is tequired On who ought to seek oraccept. employment in.Nigeria.
,

. Not all persons will;adjust adequately. Vice-Chancellorsfully, agree and.

themselves provided graphic descriptions of what they'want,'such as "a,pio-
,

.- .
neer. tipe," "somebody who wants to get,roUt:and dd something," "an adVenturous.

n

.- spirit," nd "one who wants a challenge." Fastidious types would Suffer'.

"Flexibility" maybe the best qualifiatiOn of all.

An undestanding of the. Nigerian context will be indispensables'among

:all recruits. Merely emphasizing the negative.also misseS-the point. In

.

fact, great opportunities for personal satisfaction, and professional develop-

. .

ment exist. Among;them are-.(a) involvement in-Nigeria's development both by.

, . .

instruction ofeager students deStined.for'significant careers add by

-.Tlanning and engaging in research,beyond reach in the,United States, (b)-

. direCt service in a responsive environment of need, and (c)-participation

--in cementing interbniyersity relations With.COntinuing profesSional and
P

personal rewards. There isanother return flow,,or reciprocal benefit,

alSo:. acquiring insight useful-in academiclife when resumed at .home; under-'
_

,

standing .of cultures andpeoples in a foreign setting; testing of one's self

,

as a minority.member of soCiety; and obtaining new-and more objective f)et-

. spectives. on what is taken for granted at home. In other.words Nigerian

universities could provide. a-päsitively exhilarating experience for the

right type of recruit.
`b

On the other hand, the new recruit will need adequate understanding of

what to take to Nigeria and what to expect in living conditions local
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customs,'anci climate; schooling for children; activities for spouses anti,

.4

children; Nigerian protocol-respecting university and personal life;

Unfamiliar methods of teaching and 'evaluat students (the British..model

chiefly); and the restraint on expression exiTted of.or prOperly b fitting

transient§ in a foreign ckture and.government. The American recruit

need.to expect time-,consuming procedures; periodic shortages of amenities

and outages of utilities; communications and transportation problemgl

unfamiliar illnesses; and other challenge§ to the familiar existence and

EXPectations at 'However, the liUrposehere is not to itemize what -

needs to be_understood-which will be perceived.differently by different

people anyway--but to emphasize that it behooves Nigerians and Americans

to understand'each other and the conditions of employment.

In recruitment relations, American universities and their spokesmen

must take a dim view_of. Mere employment-agency relationshipS. These are

one-way, without reciprocity of any kind. -Therefore, the'OLC/ACE must.

.

.gAVe-its lowest priority to this kind of relationship eXcept,aS it can

be fitted into a broader package, such as linkages or,Collaboration for

Nigerian faculty de'Yelopment. 'Similarly,'OLC/ACE Cannot assume respoh-

sibility for it--the open Market.approach makes' that impossible by definiL-

tiod. That responsibility has to be assumed by the "buyer" in,the market;

Nigeria: All OLC/ACE can do is advise and facilitate, and that should

indeed be done, one way or another.

_

Collaborators have several major options, in-tackling the problem of

.assistance machinery. They could make.use of existing agencies, as now

functioning, such as the African-American'InstitUte,,the Institute of Inter-
:

national Education, the Council on the International Exchange of Scholars,

the Council of Graduate Schools; the national higher eduCation associations,

3 4,



and others. They could 'create an apprOpriate new agency--governmental or

,..
..

;

.
1

..-
i

... ' .

private., -"Or they.could resort to some combination of existing organization- .

\ I

with new Or expanded-function, as through/ ()LC/ACE itself:

nce no mathinery can gather up all American relations, nor should it,

1

.. use of existing agenciesshould'be.maxiMized,by both the United States.and
,

-
Nigerian sides. Several are already committed to working with Af-rita.

Beyond.that, it seems clear that since no.new agency is in the making,
-

nor can be, until the Harrington sudyaof linkages is completed and acted.-

upon; some further OLC\OarticipationiS logical and justified:. Tt would
-

also be tonsonant,1:iith*Ehehristorical OLC mission vis--vis.Africa and-would,
\ .

capitalize on ACV roots in.American higtier educatiod.;
,

. That option is made easier by the knowledge that the NUC is.planning

to open a .recruitment office in Washington, thus implicitly taking the

required responsibilityland leaving facilitation.as the understood rold
J

.
. ,

fer OLC. Nigerian,university Deans, Vice-Chancellors, and Council Chairmen.

' are,coming to the United States for help; but they are at presenr-destined
_..

to a scatter-gnn approach, an exploitation of chance acquaintanceships, and.

wasteful duplication. From the.U.S, side, teaningful participatiOn calls

for information.clarification, otAerly FirOcesses,- operational ,manageabilitx,
a

and policy coordination which the NUC and rhe Nigerian Universities,can

agree upon and carry out. Therefore,,OLC anEl. NUC have an opportunity to

pull together the Aispdrate threadS.on the U.S. and 'Nigerian sideA for at

least improved coMmunication-7for making some. order,out of the_atomistic

alternative, No monopoly is itended'nor possible. Universities and organi-
,

tations oiy both sides may use,their.enterprisin.g talents as they wish, but

J

it is hoped that a. channel of the kind contemplated would.attract, by,its own



'facilitative capacity,-many, of the relationships which would otherwise fly

Off-in all directions.

' not_prepared.either in staff'or budget'tO undeftake this task.at

present. Outside funds-Would be required. They,might come from philanthropy,

' government, Or.Nigeria's NUC. ShouldS.pLC asume any interim responsibility

until the NUC nffice is established, perhaps as-late as October, that role'

should be clearly seen as makeshift, eagerly sWaiting.Nigeria,'s assnmption

'of full-fledged responsibility..

Minimally, OLC should-assign ond staff member to:the ask,-with office-

and SecretariallhelpThis Liaison Officer for Nigeria, under the Director

of OLC, should work with an NUC ,counterpart to facilitate relations with

universities-, to utilizerprofessional communications media, to create

an.effective recruitment process,-to identify'recruitment interview panels,

. ,
to harness the cooperation of the associations in the ACE, and to find other'

, modes of access to.the American academic cbmmunity.

A major task of the NUt/OLC collaboration' would be.to. Work. out'and

Present to.the American ,aeademic community the necessary conditions for .U.S.

employment by the Nigerian-universities,'including (a) the details of'condi-

tions of...service and available amenities, as prepared b NUC.for widespread

distribntion; (b) the research Opportnnities 'in special fields and other
,

. .

. .
- . _

. .

. . ,
.

supplemental actiVities besides.teaching;
.

(c) the solicitation ot the coopera-
...,

.

.

x

tion of'Offices of'International Programs, or equivalent, in U.8. institu-

tions and associations:; and' (d) the use Of academic personnel experienced

iii-Nigeria as recruitment aides. The preSentation-of the"whole picture,"

,
1.

.

using literaaire, returnees, and speedy question-dnsweiing; will,contribute

greatly to success. So.will an Identification of the out-of-classroom

36
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challenges and the sympathetic help of university 'officers who make inter-

* national programs their special business.

There are several kinds and levels of personnel sOught. They will-,

require different treatment.. The open market-,-going broadside into whatever

of American academe can be reached-7Will. be thechief, bUt noi sole, source' '

.of auPply for lowerlevelteaching personnel. (Where linkages are formed,

the American link can of course help.) ,That means instructors and assistant

professors,.or the various grades of lecturers ih Nigerian terms. This is

where the need to strUcture_the potential relationships 'successfully will.
. ,

pilt the NUC/OLC to the severest test.

0_7

Although:no sharp distinctions are posSible between levels or between.

methods, Something on a. more tontrolledor focused basis will generally b

requiredfor the attraction of senior-level perSonnel, such as those expected
-

to bring leadershipinpfoAram.development. One avenue is.the linkage ar-.

rangement and its "inside" adVantaget, as explained later. Another avenue

is the useof-professional associations in the United States., most of'which

,

. are readily accessible ii1.14shington. This.is not their .presenti

but they might be appealed to for specialized help targeted.to the profession

in question. -Still,another possibility at the management and planning levels

is the organization of means to tap retired personnel. Something like the

cbusiness-oriented international Executive Service Corps ought to be
1

,cohsiderect.

A new scheme is also proposed: the creation and use of special awards'

which"would,'like the Fulbright awards, carry the-honor oe nationwide coM-

petitive'selection; foster career advancement among senior academics, and

be tenable'for,a,year on a renewable basis. Given some such name as.

"Nigerian Senior Fellows," they could offer the'NUC and Nigerian universities
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some of the best American talent.' Other advantages wolild ber-the spelling

out of needs by the-NUC, and Nigerian participation in selecton as desired.

Some eollabOration with the Council on the International Exchange of Scholars

(the Fulbright-Hays administrators) might also be.possible and.should be
0

explored, both for the adMinistration,of-this plaii-and for better access

to talent identified by CIES.' To give anopportuniti for each.new univer-_.
sity (or peihaps both old a..1'd new) to have several.such senior scholars,

25 awards might be:offered the firSt year, to belollowed by number set
.__

annually by the NUC according to assessedneed. Some such attractive and

selective device, contrasting With the open market, will be required if the

desired senior types are to be recruited--and a few in key Nigerian p.laces

°

would ,soon repay all-the collaborative efforts.
-

)The successfa recruitment of health professionals seems to call for

special Attention. Staffing seven new medical faculties-simultaneously will

be a monumental.task; While recruitmen't.might begin.under the procedures

contemplated above, longer-terM arrangements will be needed if the targets,

I
.

.with qualitY, are to be approximated. By common agreement', the pre-clinical

fieldS or the basic medical sCiences preEent, the greatest diffiCulty

.

Scientists in general are harq to interest'in such overseas needs, and
. _.

,

. ,

scientists oriented toward medicine wifl'be the most resistant of all. .To'
i

,.

.

.

'the layman's surprise, the Consensus is that finding Nigerians for the clini-
.-

-.:, .,

cal posts is ,far easier than for the basic medical sciences.. Therefore,'
..

.given the nuMber sought; the clOse.relation with clinicafpersonnel,and.

the.varied seurces of poSsible help, it'clearly seems wise to invoke a

'longer-term solution. A special working party under the aegis Of NUC could,
:

help if it Were to bring together appropriate American. and Nigerian

38° 1.
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proressionals who would make selective site visits and address the problem

jointly..* Included in the American representation ought to be university

officers who know and have jurisdiction

.medical

over- perso nel-who teach the basic

for Healti Affairs, Deans of
.

es,uch-a-sVice-Presidents

Schools of Basic Medic-al-gaiences, or Graduate: Deans in university medical

-centers where advanced study is offered in pr9-clini_c_ai_diplines,_ Rep:7

resentation from apii.rOpriate national professional associations sh-Ould alao

be-considered, with:a view to harnessing their assistance,. The terms-of

reference of the working group,should be the further identification of .

general and specific needs and the recbmmendation of a suitable U.S.-
%

Nigerian plan fd'r succesafully tapping American sources of assistance. Ii
7

%is.assumed that the plan would be compatible with;, rather than independent

f, the recommendation made ebove TOr collaborative NUC/OLC action in

WashingtOn... .(FUrther analyais appears ik Appendix E, "Development of.

MediCal_EduCation.")

RecruitMent of short-term personnel-7outalanding people f5r4hort

periods--also-tequires special attention. It will presenf.fewer prOblems,

,

i

and-many- excellent U.S. academics wOuld be inter sted. Assignments can be
!k

retonciled with uniyersity consultancy policies, or vacation periods can be.

used so that, the Pay stase ain uninterrupted, with advantages both

to the-vlaitot and-to the Nigerian host... This is also. a technique with

special application .to the problems, in non-academic areas-,-positions in the

---registry, libraries, laboratories, etc.--where the recruitment is not_ for

seryiee but f r advice. not-for formal instruction but fOr infqrmal,

*This positiOn runs cotnter.to the'team's' original resolve tO avoid
follow-up teams,,lest they postpone. rather than haaten,action; but the excep-
tion seems,judtified in 'this sha61y specific'but CoMplicatedtaae.
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consultation. (Relevance for staff development is' treated in the next.

-chapter,) Therefore, the collaborators Should provide a mutdally agreeable::

,thethod of fUnding short-term-projects using L%S'. personnel, both academic

and non-academit and both in the.United Statesand.,Nigeria, for specialized

-
,services. 'These projects might include'leadership of_groUps with similar

functions, heip with management probleMS, and in-service education in the
.

visitor's field.
,

A moda,of stimulating and facilitating such short-.4erm exchbnges will .

pay rich dividends. They will work -more:easily than other recruitment;'

they can perform'invaluable service withOut the mutual hazards of longer

or semi-permanent relat'ions; and: they will be excellent vehicles for stimii-

lating more enduring linkages. 14

'Finally, as. stated earlier, an indispenSable ingredi&it for successful

7

redruitment will be a recognized way (3f topping-up salaries to-assUre equity
.

,
.

-

compensation where I4gerian rates and other alloWances Will not suffice.

. -

Nigerian salaries,,augmented by a permissible bonus (being currently debated

between 10 percent and 25 percent),

1 -
aeademic market, but-.t

are surprisingly competitive in the world'

all short-Tin TZ::1 fields_at the

higher levels. (See tables belo ) Supplemental payment external to the

employing university, andjromijequallyjndependent:funding, has immense
. -

. . .
,

.

.

e practiCal and pscholtogical advantages.within thefuniversiCy community. If:,

foreign exchange difficulties can be surMounted, it:would also 'be desirOle

-!

to explore ways of paying spme U.S. .senior:personnel.through .theif univer-

.sities, withno change in payroll, retirement, and,Eringe benefits.. This,

would be particularly helpful for'a kind'of secondMent arrangement,

with full',return rightWand it'wouldfacilitate the

interinStitUtional linkages are likely to generate.
. .

4 0

or leaVe

kind of exchanges which

\

\
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Nigerian Salaries * $1.60

Professor Grade Level 10 * 11,268= 12;.420'.

Reader , 'Grade 'Level 14 N.' 8,.864 9828,

Senior Lecturer Grade Level 11 * 7,764 . 7,824

Lecturer I Grade Level 11 *
,6,444 6084

LecturerJI Grade le.Vel 10 * 5,460 , 6,432

of,U.S. Salarverages (in U.S. .dellars)
(III Universities Represented by the Five Team Members)

Professor . Associate Assistant Instructor

University A $28,900 $20,600 , $17,100 2$12,7P0
. ,

University 13 23,300 17,600 14,800 , 12,500

University C 25,100 19,500 .16,200 12,5.00

University D 28,600 20,500 17,000 13,400

University E 28,600 21,000. 18,300 14,400

Source: AAUP Bulletin, Vol. 62, No. 2, August 1976.

In neither case have fringe benefits been adde'd.. For the U.S. examples
the addition.would range from 6 percent t8 21-percent.

In summaly, these recommendations appear to the team to be the be:it way.
.re

for AMerican'universities, through some effective means of representation, to

, respond to.Nigeria's request. The response has two neceSsary.bases: the

'intermediation of slime competent representative tiody'to channel the otherwise

scattered efforts, and the willingness and readiness'of.individual_Amarican

universities to participate. For recruitment-purposes, tbe subject of this

. chapter, the firSE requireMent needs emphasis.. The second will be more

important for the purposes of the two remaining chapters, but it would also

be a much desired alternative to the open market even for recruitment:, if

effective motivation could be found. Assuming that motivation would be
3
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difficult to find except in sOme package of broader relationships, the team

here emphas12.es: with some trepidation what it sees ag the best means of

doing What has not been done successfully and systematically before (helPing

foreign universities recruiit:in the-United States). The essential ingredients

'are the assumption of a facilitative rather than a direct-cresponsibility

role; some organizational structure which has recoeized access and agency
,

relationship, to-American bigher education; clear and unencumbered procedureS;

and a mode of independent financial support. The questipn remains: Why

this in the case of Nigeria? Would it ke done in other cases? The answer

has to-be yes, provided the same conditions prevail. Nigeria is making the

conditions:unusual, and therein lies the key .to whatever Success the future

holds.

4.2



CHAPTER V

NIGERIAN STAFF.DEVEZOkENT

aSking for U.5. help, the NUC seeks' two kirids of staffing assistance:
C.

short-term open-market 'search for Americans and long-term staff development

for-Nigerians.. The first may take place outside American universities and,,

in any case, often has little or-no'feedback for them. Th'erefore, U.S:

versities are-bound to.be less interested in the'first request and,more in

ehe second;..where significant two-Way relationships can exist. This is a

fact of academic life,which both the. NUC OLCIACE must. recogniz,e aS they

work together.

Helping Nigerian .university staff development plans takes high priority

for several reasons. For one, it minimizes reliance on expatriates:. 1-c is

a countervailing, long-term force.which hecomes _the wedge by which short-

term nom-permanent recruit§ are.systematically replaced. That in and of

itself.is sufficient j.ustification for U.S. assistance. Also, coCperntion

at this point makes demands on.U.S^ universities where' it is welcomcr=:=where

there is a clear mutuality of interests:. Professors'like to replicate their_

kind: they will welcome bright young Nip,erian staff into their classes and

laboratories. There is also contagious professorial interest ifl helping

: build other universities abroad, particularly through the most crucial .

element of all:. promisLng, likeminded Scholars. Finally, relationships

of thiS kind obviously hold the seed of .interchanges, personal as well as

intellectual, which may in turn be the beginning of ongoing linkages..., la

any case, high priority is given this mode of'cooperation because it so well
,

fits and supplements the thirdtype which NUC seeks:

linknes.

37
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The thoughtful atlention which'both NUC and the Nigerian' universities.

,

have given staff development plans is impressive. Undetstood practices and

policies 'exist, an urgent need is discerned, and something is being done

?

aboilt it. Some ,Liniversities have published handbooks spelling out the plan,.

and the policy, as both a recrUitment attraction and as a faculty-shared

concern. But common practices prevail whethet fbandbooks exist or not.

nepartments which are considered- ."ready," employ promising graduate assi!.!.ants .

as potenrial teachers. They are in a real,sense "srockpiled"-and

declared "faculty-in-the-making." Aftet spending a year of tutelage and

Terhaps supervised research, the chosen are hived off to overseas (or

Nigerian) universities for study eading t6 advanced degrees. The spon-

soring department and the assistant agree upon an appropriate program of

study; he/she continues on university salarV,with allowances;.he/she is

bonded to return; and he/she may not change the program without approval

or forfeiture of benefits. .,

This heavy subsidization of staff development, of upgrading efforts and

f striving for academic self-sufficiency, comes as a stunning revelation to'

observing Americans. For example, 'the University'of Nigeria, Nsukka, re-

pPrted that it has approximarelv 200 staff members on study leave now.

-

Figures from the NUC for 1975-76 show 135 from Zaria.and 167 from Lagos. .

Although it is the oldest and presumably best established, Madan had 101.

Of the 477 graduate assistants reported 11. 1975-76, slightly less'than haif

were 'in .Nigerian universities, with 244 abroad. (.9-.0.e Appendix This

almOst 50-50 division is misleading, however, becanse those abroad were

generally- more advanced and working for the top degrees. In any'case, it

is clear from other sources that Nigerians, both students and their nniver-__

Sity mentors, still prefer to combine overseas experience with their studies.

4 4
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This produces a a'ilemma.for emerging graduate programs in Nigeria--how to

produce strong,graduate programs.while sending the brightest students-

abroad.
,

. In this area of high mutualityof interest, where American professors

would be teaching profeS-sors-to-be rather than ordinary students-, U.S. help

°through universities should be enthusiastic. The team would like tb see

OLC/ACE vigorously pursue its liaison.role (through the organization described

above for. recruitment) to see that 'Nigeria's .needs for.access and coopera-
,

tion are Somehow met: through experienced agencies such as he African-.

American Institute; interested graduate schools, and all other appropriate

contributory. organizations. HoWeVer, the team also recognizes that the

OLC/ACE, beini reluetant and ill-staffed foi'major new.operatiOnal resp.on

sibility will have to choose its modes of effective cooperation on behalf

of Nigeria. Working together, the NUC and Nigerian universities should

present'staff development plans in sufficient-detail for American collabora-

tors to respond with maximum facilitative assistance. This will doubtless

involve identification of individuals, their approved programs of study,

and information on where they have applied or wish to Lpply. for American

graduate school admission; but whatever is needed, the c011abbrators can .

best be left to provide working details.

One limitation must be understood: no intermediation of any :kind can

change the American university practice of admitting graduate students,

domestic and foreign, on the basis of individual evaluation, departmental'

interest-and judgmentand the availability.oEspaceS: Nigerian university

officials. may not sufficiently understand that no admissions by block are

possible and that the standing of no univeirsity as a university is suffi-

cient fo guarantee automatic admission of its graduates. This is not to

4 5
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.

deny that better understanding can weigh significantly in many areas of dis-

cretion; particularly in ases above-the admissions threshold. :At such

points, OLC/ACE might.be of some assistance both in general and in individUal
I

cases. In no case, however, could OLC or any other body external-to the

universitY assume reSponsibility. for the admission of applying Nigerians.

(Getting a kind of "inside track"..by virtue Of.mutual'cOnfidence and Under-
, ,

standing isrpossible through interinstitutional linkages, however, as

explained below.)

Many other.forms of Nigerian, staff development.can and should,be aided,

-These may go beyond the teaching staff; may.involve other-than-degree. Pro-
.

grams, and may operate at either end of. the geographical axis. Response

Should be forthcOMing when requested through the NOC. 'One type of response

.Would be the identification of appropriate professionals ot teams of Pro-
.

lessionals who .can.direct-or participate in in-service education,, such,as in

computer training or refresher programs for pre-clinical:Medical personnel.

Another response would give special attentiOn. ib the needs of support per-

. _

.sonnel, both academic and administrative, such as registrars librarians,

planning officers,-bursars, directors of works, and technicians. Instruc-

tional or consultative service-for such groups, either in Nigeria or the

United States, would pay rich diV.idends in .many cases. It is workable from'

both sides therefore; tontrary to .the common :diSparity between theory and
-

practice in interinstitutional'relationships,,the practice here can conform

tothe theory. Significant interaction in selective .places and positions can

produce rippling or multiplier effects. It can also give Nigerian non-

academic staff a needed feeling of equality in staff developmeht.planS.

Such an impact is of crucial'importance in both.the old'and new'univer--
;

sities, where management skill at the second levfq is often incommensurate-
__

4,6
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-with its-Challenges. .ASthe NUC Academic.Planning Group wrote, "University

Administration _is a profession in itS own right."

. ,The use of Nigeria's,own universitiesthat is, the post-graduate ca-

pacitY of the older universitiesas an intountry reSource for staff de-.
4

veiopment seems to arouse little Interest at present among Nigerian academics.

They see it as a small suppleMent now and a burgeoning aid in the distant

future,.but dependence on overseas universitIes is accepted for tEe present.

Nevertheless, development of post-graduate education in all new universities,

with:separately organized graduate schools in someCcalled "geographical"

graduate schools) is inevitable. The questiOn is pace and. the degtee of

differential. development.. Whatever is aheadr, if the universities want U.S.

should b Ygiven, to proviae-an in-countryassistance, and NUC requegts it,

resource for Nigeria's development of its own faculties. The pace is.for,

Nigeria to say but when it is Said, OLC/ACE should use its-good'offices to

be. of assistance both directly and Ellie-ugh others' 'When- that timecomes ,

American aid and influence can make its greatest.impactehro6-ghthe genera-

tion of Nigeria's own capacity to reproduce its.own scholars on.its own soil.

Until then, selective help in selective places should be encouraged.

This report has previously commentedOtheë to use.existing agen-.

cies.. One such is the African-American-institlite and its AFGRAD prograM

partially funded by.the U.S. Agency for International DevelOpment...AFGRAD

is well known and prized by Nigerian uniyetsities, hilt it is only a-smalL

'supplement. In view of the established relations-AAI possesses.in the U.S.

universities.and its demonstrated managerial capacity, great gain could

come from an expanded effort of the AFGRAD type. That possibility should

be vigorously .explored among all interested parties. A new possibility for

expansion lies in Nigerian payment in lieu of tuition remission:from the

4 7
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American university, as AAI currently requisres. .A more flexible plap that

would serve many more young Nigerian university staff would have the Immense.'

advantage-6f capitalizing on a tested Mechanism which enjoys the confidence

of both sides, American agd Nigerian;

When interuniVersity linkages ate forged, as.contemplated in the IlneXt

chapter, the U.S..cooperat6ra will need to give attention to other aspects

f. Nigerian staff development. :They should seek to build tailor-made

. .

programs--both for instruction and thesis research,-which will be. of. maximum ..-. .

,,relevance for Nigerian faculty-to-be. Absence of such attention is n uni-
,

.

.versal fear, and often complaint; among Nigerian university officials.

. _
Similarly, attention should be given useful ways of interlacing Nigerian

and AmetiCan residence and research"so as.to produCe Maximum Nigerian use-
, 0

fulness ind maximum likelihood that.profesaor and studentAand heir insti-

,

tutions) will have continuing-professional relationships.
/

In summary, when Nigerian universities and NUC seek American assistance

With'staff development plans, they'are seeking meansofself-help,-help

through a critical developmental phase.. American response can e mutually

advantageous.because of the leadership-training focus of its graduate schools,

the appeal of learning by mind-on-mind when cultures are mixed, and the ease

a

of doing it at home by largely familiar methods. This is where academic

enrichment is possible among all parties.

4 8
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INTERUNIVERSITY LINKAGES. .

What are the advantages of the interUniversity linkages which this

.report has so-often advocated by implication? They are a convenient vehicle

for whatever is mutually agreed upon, including access to new Loportunities

for students and staff. lhey can produce exchanges of all kinde, bloth human

and material; joint research; development assistance; sites for sabbatical'

leaves; student access to'graduate training; staff access to a neW profes-

sional world; and much 'else. If ideal telationships were to be eStablishe

some of the characteristics and benefits would be agreement on the role

I

education in soCietal development; aid on the issues of.size and!
f

;criticail

1 .

mass; tolerance of diversity in educational methods; add sharpenied caPabilitY

for preparation.of counterpart staff. Others would be incorppration of

linkage experience into institutional personnel practices; aCceptance of the'

I ''

i

risks of linkage-induced changes in educationai practice; acCeljance of the

i f

.

neutrality of expatriates on national politicaA issues; and a division -eiff
l'

the financial burdens.

The greatest advantage of all in the Nigerian-American relationships

here contemplated would be the use of established strUcture.s! in formally.

agreed Ways, with their officers, their experience, their cOnnections, their

'understanding; and', above all', their commitment. Within such structures,

every,experience goes into a memory-bank, it has meaning for the future,

it reinforces something, and an enduring, multiplying quality is ever-present.

t

If Nigeria intended to shop perpetually in the Amerian, academic market, then

this team had no reason to make its visit. Something better, and more

orderly was clearly contemplated. The open market contributes little

43
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exCept to the individual., 16 gives-no commitment on anybody's part, buildS

on nothing,; compounds'ne experience, and offers no feedback.

.
Therefore, the Nigerian universitieS cannot expect to tap the full capac-

ity of the U.S. university resources without estahlishing Some kind of formal

interuniversitY links. Institutional interest and commitment'are needed in

,
locating top-level staff arv.i in effectively supervising the graduate educa-

tion of young Nigerian-faculty members (helpinvin admisSions, in counseling;

and in.researth -guidance).. Such links might.be with individual universities,

such as statewide systems or consortia already in being or groups brought

together on an ad hoc basis. Given the existence of broad-based censortia,

it woud seem generally unproductive, for the NUC to invite the crgetion of

new groupings for its sole purpose .1-1Owever, that eventuality should by no

means.be ruled out if parties on both sides are willing.

Many private universities, singly or in association, have great capac-
,

ity fot institutional assistance abroad, and they offer the Sometimes added

attractien of comparative insulation from officialdom and-public policy. The

clue for Nigeria's sake is not publicor private, but capacity and willing-

ness to deliver_assistance services and to get into transnational harness

for benefits.perceivedotto be mutual:

Another linkage possibility exists in the great, governance groupings,of

.public universities'which noy characterize highet education in several states,.

SUth as Florida,' Missouri, California, Wiséonsin, North Carolina, Texas* New

York, Illinois, and Oregon; -Many of.these bring together several full-

fledged universities, with.all Of'the faculties and-graduate schools which

Nigeria would need. Linkage might be made either into the system-wide office

(here conceived as one of governance,'not of oordination) or through a con-

stituent university as agent for-all. One example will suffice. Oregon
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State UniVersity is exploring a linkage-with the University Of Benin. _Leav-
.

ing aside,all other cOnsiderations'not'now known-, it is theoretically clear

that Oregon State UniverSity at Corvallis codld become the only vehicle;

or it could-help Benin to plug-into the larger state system for broader

service--e.g., into the Medical School at Portland.' Many of the" staCewide.

or multi-campus university systems could produce the same broadside of poten-

tial relationships throdgh a linkage.. The novelty of such a model'has a

potential which ought sometime to be tested..

If NUC, on behalf of Nigerian universities, decides to seek linkages,

the OLC/ACE could and should use its staff (as described in Chapter III), i s

academic connections, and-its knowledge to help match-making. Identifying

interested and appropriate U.S. 'universities, with some sounding out and

determination Of preferences and readiness, Would'be required for both sides.

-Sdch "broker" role can be played by OLC, recognizing thatthe task-will be

imprecise, with inherent hnzards.. Criticism will predictably focus on what

will be regarded as invidious comparison, improper criteria, and neglect of

certain dategories -of institutions. To Minimiz'e that critieism, OLC should

_-not profess nor attempt too much--onlv an information-dispensing role, a

magnet and clearinghouse for institutional expression of interest, 'and no

capacity to consummate, as diStinguished from facilitate, the. match-making.

A possible alternatiVe would be the,use of the U.S. Agency for ;International-

Development for'screening through the official device of Request for

Proposal.

If it is to help identify universities_which areinterested, the MC

will need to use many devicessome of which will be initiated.by OLC

appraisal and some of which will-be institutionally self-identifying. For'

the latter purposeS, the' OLC might sponsor a nationwide meeting to_which
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university representatiyes would be InvitecUto discuss this report and its
a

recommendations. After such a meeting, .expressions of institutional interest

-could be .soiight. While rigid categorjes will need to be avoided, it is fair:,

to assume'that major. graduate-degree-granting universities will be particu-.
.

larly.concerned b:1:cause of the Staff-development (graduate training) needs

of Nigerians.

Among the linkage-sources for. the OLC to explore on the.U..S. side are

the existing consortia. ...Good examples are the Mid-America State Univer-

sitIes Association (Kansas, Kansas State, 'Nebraska. Colorado,- Oklahoma

State, Oklahoma, Missouri., and Iowa State), the Research Triangle (Puke,

North Carolina, and North Carolina State), and, MUCIA; the-Midwest, Univer-

sities Consortium for International Activities (consisting Of Wisconsin,

Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio State,.Minnesota, and Michigan-State). Another

.
group concentrates on dry-land agriculture and irrigation, 'Still other

groups are newly emerging with an initial foc.us on Title XII of tlie. Foreign

Assistance-Act. All these'Should be approached to-learn of-Totential inter-

est in linkages with. Nigeria. This should.include MUCIA, In the knowledge

,that the Nigerian Staff Scouting Team originally urged that group to send a

team to Ntgeria as.a part of .the requested U.S. response.

If linkages are forged, several desiderata-shoUld be kept in mind. ..

.Relationships should-be °broad enough and bt.a level high enough to produce

a reinforcement of experience and, to assure benefits outweighing the costs

in time and money, which are considerable,even if sometimes disguised. What

this level should be--depdrtment, faculty (college), or whole institution-

will be debated, but department heads and deans are incontestably crucial.

The breadth-and scope Of-cooperation would seem to, be optimal at the faculty

or dean's level. Even where particular departments carry the burden, the.



dean can effectively shape staff attitudes and make the difference between

willing cooperation and reluctance, and between sharing staff for overseas

york and discouraging their yarticipation.

Also, once a link is established, the parties should exploit that axis

along the broadest possible interface. This could certainly include the

encouragement of short-term and long-term personnel exchanges., as further

spelled OUt above. The institu4onal commitment to do something, to feel -

and -rake some responsibility, will mean much to. the Nigerian side., Th

reciprocal.Nigerian attitude will similarly Work to the advantage of.the

U.S. collaborators. One of the greatest benefits will be assistance in

Nigerian staff development plans involving young faculty who seek graduate

degrees in the United States. The American collaborator can facilitate

placement in its own graduate s.chool or, if more appropriate to,the student's

need, placement in other graduate schools. The analog here is the extensive

and successful'experience of U.S. universities under U.S. AID contracts,

a

which send "participant trainee4" to the United States, either to the con-

tracting institution or one it helps,choose. Once the linked universities

gain some joint experience, performance on hoth sides will be attuned to

joint needs and in-country realities.

A pool of Nigeria-experienced faculty will soon develop on the U.S.

side, with personal and professional interest in all thinks Nigerian, in-

.. cluding particular Nigerians. The significance of this on-campus reservoir_

of knowledge, empathy, and commitment cannot be overestimated. It will

carry over into admission of graduate students, choice, of research projects,

counseling for relevant programs, and a host of other mutually advantageous

relations. Finally, steps will need to be,taken to see that the twinning
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arrangement has genuine durability, and a capacity for self-regeneration' and

for fostering other long:term interlodking,interests..

A note of caution is needed. to,avoid misunderstanding: there is no

tat7:.mation here that lirkkakes might to be-exclusi&nary or monopolist#.

They May be the core, or the ehannel for 411c)Ist of the relations, but should-,

not try to encompass all. That would be .good...for neither 01e United States

nor Nigeria,

To recapitulate, the'Major need inNigerian7U.S. university relations

is reduction'to manageable order. The relevant and interested universities

on the American side.must bring themselves to focus. The Nigerian univer-

sities must.ha've a channel of acceSs. These recommendations are presented'

to that end.
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. APPENDIX 'A

PAST LINKS BETWEEN U.S. AND NIGERIAN HIGHER EDUCATION

Laurel Elmer
Resparch AssStant, OLC:

. -._
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f-
.

.
.

.

1

-Thisstutly was undertaken for the purpose of providing background in-
,

.formatiot to tbe National Universities Commission of Nigeria (NUC)-On the

status of,past university-to-university linkages in higher education betweleu

the Unit.ed States and Nigeria.

.Tables.A(l) and A(2) give a brief summary-of' the nature of past U.S-
. I

Nigerian university project's whose purposes embraced institution.building

and faculty'recruitment of which participant and counterPart in-service
.

training programs were an integral part. It is:important to note that

specified linkages do not represent a comprehehsive list of:all'rast pro-

jects involving formal...and non-forMal university links. There wet-e. many pro-
__

grams in which U.S. faculty Staff/tec'hnicians were engaged_as 'consultants,

-adviscs,,br university staff. -In some. cases, they serVed in suCh 'roles

more tiLrin once and over long periods of time, thereby establishing impor-

tant continuing links'-between U.S. , and Nigerian universities nr-other

institutions:

Tables B(l-6) present. statiatical surveys of six AID7sponsored formal

pojecta between U.S. and Nigerian universit,tes. They reflect realistic
,

,

estimates of the approximate costS :per mau-year involved both. for training

a Nigerian at a U.S. institution of higher. education,.. i.e.,Participant

Training, and for recruiting a U.S. faculty member/technician on a.long-term

.
basis (two year) at.a Nigerian university, i.e., FacultRecruitment.

Participant training costs include.tuition, lees,.and books.; use of.

university equipment (cOmputers, eteO; travel within the United States
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including'to and from port of 'entry, but not including transportatiOn costs.

from Nigeria); subsistence and other direct necessary costs: -U.S. faculty

costs in Nigeria cover salaries, allowance, traVel and.transporitation,

overhead, and other direct costs. For the purpose of this analysis;.it..

.is assumed that the estiMated Faculty cost per man-year reOresentS the

enrire,or- and.off-campus dper.ition excluding. Participant training.costS

and eciuipment.

Tn each case, the information supplic,1 .,:as derived from diverse

.sources in:c1uding ATD Contracts; project records, i.e.,'annuh, en&of-

tour and linal project reports, and dthermiscellaneous documents;-or fro

.university contacts who were admini trative.ly inyolved in the projects.

, Estimations for cost per man-year for both Participants and U.S. Faculty

were calculated from an analysis of the itemized budget 'cited,in the
. .

tables based on the number of respective man-years involved.

.-
BeCause initiol calculations of coSts per man-year represent an

.Tarithmetic average over the project period in.each, case, a 9 percent rate

of inflatiOn wat applied to the Faculty Cost for correcting the averages

to reflect.end of project prices and to estimate a 1977.figure. The

9 percent .increase irvU.S. costs is considered consjrvatiVe in terms of

World Bank standards.

1977 projections for estimated Faculty cost'per man,year from the

siX proiecti.samplings below range from $98,280 to $126,900, or an average

eStimate of $113,060 per ma-year.
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A(1) PAST LINKS BETWEEN U . S . AND NI GERIAN UNIVERSITIES'

U.S. UNIVERSITY NIGERIAN UNIVERSITY SPONSOR

'FORD
.

o

AID .

.
.

.PORD

,Towa Stte University

. .

.,- - -

ilnivernity of Nigeria

Johns Hopkins yriiversity

II

University of Lagos

[Institute of Child Nealth]

I.I II

Kansns State University of. ,,---

Agriculture 6 Applied StienCes
Alimadu Bello University AID

,

.AID

AID

. Aln

Michigan State.University University of-Nigeria

New York University
- - .

University of Lagos°

.

.Tencllers College, Columbia
'University

University of Lagos
ICollege of Education - be-
came Faculty of Education
in 1476]

.

. Uniiersity of CalifOrnia at
'Los Angeles

Federal. Advanced Teacher
: Training College - merged

wi"th U. of Lagos' College
of Education in 1967.

AID

.

.

-

AID

-

University of Massachusetts/
University of Connecticut'. .

(-University-pf Ife
AInstitute of Administration)

UniverAity of Pittsburgh

_..

... .

AhMadu Be1lo4University
[Institute of Public Admin-
litratlon)

_ _

AID

.

AID-.-University of Wisconsin.It_..,_University .of ife

Ahmndu.Bello University
...

.

. .

'University of Ife

,

..

FORD

,

FORD. .Washingtqn UnIyersity

DATES OF
ACRFFMENT

1963-1975

1973-1976

1977 --7

1963-1477

.-

1960-1969_

1963-1970

1971 -1976

462-1973

OBJECTIVE

Faculty Development

To improve & c:xpartd

health education

Education 0
_

Health

Faculty'Development Agriculture-and
Vetertnary.kedicine

University develop- Various fields 6.
ment: planning 6 Continuing Educgtio
staffing; d'evel6p-
ment of 7ontinuing
Education G.:_.nter

. .

Farulty Pe'velop,ont Admittistra-

tinn F, S9cial

Studies

To mount two itt-
9ervi.ce progras:
Frefesslonal. Studies
Frngtam;'F,Ix.tion
Lenet.tm rrogrnm

Deve1opre6t-of-
teacher trainfng
college, department
of education and
college library

Training in project
analysis-to gradu-
ates and government
in-service people

Zo strengthen an
expand Institute

464-1975

962-1968

. .

Faculty Development

Primary Teacher
Training Program

Yoruba Primary'
Curriculvm Develop-
ment

Education .

Educa'flon/Teacher
Training

Public Administra-
tion .

Administration and
Bus1n1:5 Management

AgricOturC

1on/T&ache
iraining

.Edurotton/Biltngual

A(2) PAST LINKS BETWEEN U .S.. UNl VERSI. TI ES AND OTHER NI GERI AN INSTITUTTONS

-U.S. 1JNEVERS1TY NICERIAN INSTITUTION
. .

SPONSOR .

.1

.

Ohio University Olunloyo Co1164e of Educa-
tion; Ihadan

AID 1

. _
.

. Advanced Teachers,College
at Kano

AID 1

-
Western Michigan University,

.

Western Nigerian Government AID 1

.

.

ATES

GELEMENT

95E-1968

9631- 972

OBJECTIVE

To help rh.tnge Wesi
Nigerian Government
approach to its edu-
cational needs -

-

Fducatinn/Teacher
Training

_-
Institution Building EduCatIon/Teacher
fmprovemnt of teach-Training
er training instruc-
tIon

---

960-1968,Deelopmen't of' Civil, Mechanical 6
Technical College Erectrical Engin-

eering; town plan:7
fling and commerce'

, -
at Madan



B. 'SIX 1).81 - NIGERIAN DIVERSITY iROJECT SAMPLINGS'

B
1

Kansas State University/Ahmadu
Bello University

U.6. University

(Oepartment)

Nigerian tivers1ty
11Te artnent

(awe Stete Univereity

of Agriculture & Applied

SC11:44,

Contract

Dates Funds

Ahmadu Bello University

litaculty of Agriculture

and Vet' 'nary Hedicine)

A10

4530
, 1043-6/75

0707 7170-6111

S6,640,998

msamo

14 veers $11 898 888

B2 University of Wisconsin/University.of
Ife

U.S. University

1,Desarrmentl

Univereity.of vieconein

(College of Agriculture

end Lifeitiencel

OBJECTIVE; 'To eliablish I Fecultro(
Agriculture, Wilton of Agriculture end Liventock

Services Training (DUI), and
en Extension Reeearch Liaison Section; and to

train Nigerians to lame major
roles in agricultural institutions.

(0830 initial project, emphells on Faculty of Agriculture.

1707 - fermate' (unds for
the development of the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine

tram IASI I
Participant Training

Faculty Recruitment
Average Overhead Rates.

Trair,ed Est, Average Cost U.S. Traio
Est. Cost pgr

.aulans
per man-year

igeriaLlprIterm) man-vearA On-Cam U8 Iff.CaADU!51.8)1-VT8 : '121).-a5

2, 92,04
158C- 26,156 1 ASs. 3. 1N,0t, 5

,not icudig
hot including

transportation)
40!,,menti

24.7%

TOTAL BIZET
Contract 1830

Contract #707

10163 - 6175. 7(70 - 6176

' Salaries. ,
$2,717,2.11

22,028,961
Allowance

869,229 .
559,939

Travel & Transportation
. 778,245 .

492,716
Other Direct Costa

42,102
181,621 .

'Overhead
. 741722:

639,141
Equipment

793,665 44,024
Participant

625 947 3151 011..--.--
$6,910,141 54,498,481

AI Bleed on a too-year tern.

1.
Arithmetic average over project period used on analyzed,budger.

2. Average corrected for inflation
at 91 per yeer reflecting end of

project .1grif.es. .

I Estimate,. for 1977.

057's 1976-77 CAluculations;
$725 per man-month, or, $8,710

pet mu-year/Participant
' $7,060 per men-month,.or, 984,792 per.man-year/faculty,

JESU may be uling e lover inflation
rite; they qaim to be the tumid

most reeionebls .
in term' of contract vete.)

59

ONECTIVE;

Nigerian UnlYersity
Contract

lepartmentr
Sponsor Dates Funds

Univerliii'of Ifs
47.0111$2

F064-111$ '5,475,650(Penult', of Agriculture)

10 years

To develop an institute
of AgriiUlture ae

functional part of the
University of Ife;

to provide technicil training
for middle-level

Agricultural ninpcuerand to cirry out epplied.reseerch
needed to

euppott agricultural:development
progrems In the Weetern

States,
end'Nigerie al a vholu

Participant Training
Faculty Recruitment

Average Overhead Pates
D.S. Trained i Est. Average CO.st i III Ter in Est. Cost per

per
Iman-.1r q Iliac ior,_,...= manTerlr3tl-yr8

A ..:,)y-yrs,,
.

t."7"
. L $.5m71

2. 70:286 .58 109.5 55,785
18. 100.66 3, ,, 93,280

InotIncluding
(not including

transportation)
equipment)

On-f,arips Off4aalus

51% 160.

IFI1S1 59%) inn: ;611

TOTAL BUDGET

Salaries

AlloAnce

Travel 0. Transportation

Other Direct Costs

Overhead

Equipment

Participant

$2,17),145

695,186

..426.311 4

114,08

761,150

151,971

631,429,

55,475,641

el 1. Arithmetic average
over project period bend

on anelyred budget.
2. Average corrected for

Inflation it 91
per lear, reflecting.sad of project prim.,r 3, Estiasit !or 1577.



. U.S. - NIGERIAN UNIVERSITY PROJECTAMPLINGS (Cont'd)

ity of Pittsburgh/Ahmadu Bello University

Niprian University

(Deoartment) Sponsor

Contract

Dates'

.

Funds

ttsburgh

of Publ.!

Affairsie

Ahmado hello University

[Institute of_PublIc

AdministrotionJ

2ID/e264

[ford]

5/52 - 6/73

11 years

$3,031,432

($112,000J

. .

To opgrme, strengthen and elepaLd the Institute Into a prOfesaional

echool in public.service and the bueiness mansgement fields.

,

Draining Faculty Recruitment Average Overhead Rates

:.,Average Costl. U.S. Tenm in I"Est.,Cost per
ier man-veer Nioeria(lonetern man-vesral On-Camous Off-Campus

$4,414

ot including.

ranapoftation]

. nan-vra

.3. 115,500

[not including .

equipment,1....

......... .

25 54

I

212'62 6 '24/73

$1,46^,C41

293,213

rtetion 256,577

te
. 254,611

430,3n5

93,904

o-year term.. ,

. ..,
c average over project'period based on snalyzed budget.

.

Orrected' for inflation at 9% per year 'reflecting end of project prices.
.

for 1777, .

B
4

New York University University Of Lagos

U.S. University. Nigerian UniversitY
;pepartment) (Department)

Contract I

- Sponsor I Cites i Funds

New York University

.k

University of Lagos AID/4296
I. ) I.

12/63 -'11/70 131,630461

i:School of Commerce; now (Faculty of husinees & (Ford] (60 . 631 ( ($80,000)

Scaool of Dueinesa 6 Social Studies]

Public Administration) 7.5 veers

,

OSJECT10E: To develop e School of Dusiness.Administration at the University, of laps,

to include social studies; NW emphasis on stsffing and participent training

to unable Nigerians to assume complete administrative and academic rasponai-

Ilility for tha School. In PY67..65i-the faculty of 'dueness and Social' 0
Studies split into the School of Administration and tho School of Social

T3tUdiea with NYU assistance centering on the-fermer.

Participant Training Faculty Recruitment Average Overhead Rates

U.S. 'lamed - Est. Averagn Colt U.S. Team in 1 Est. Cost per I .

:.tgerlani Per man-veer Iigerielongterm3 1 man-year izI On-Campos I Off-Cempua

. man-yrs . ;an-yrs ,

1. 1 45,100

N 24
$4,716

... ..
14

31

2. 65,033

3. 119,000 52% 4 1 ,25% ..
(not including

(not ipcluoing
transportation]

equipment]
1

TOTAL 97047E1'

Salaries

Allowance'

Travel Transportation

Tther Direct '1,,ets

civerhead

Equipment

Participant

2/15/61 - 11/30/70

771,321

155,235

166,120

165,9OF,

211,412

14,332

119_091g.

lased on a-two-year term;

.141 1. Arithmetic average over project period based,on analyzed budget.

'2. Average correoted.for inflation at 9:; per year reflecting end of, project prices.

3. Estimate for 1977.
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NIGERIAN UNIVERSITY PROJECT SAMPLINGS C nt'd'

B
5

Michigan State 'Univers.ty/University
of Nigeria

C.S, iniversIty %Irian University 1 Contract
(Dep

Sponsor IL Dates
artment)

, (Department)

6ichigan Staie ltversity Oniversity of Nigeria

(Nsukkal

OBJECTIVE:

ONO'.

Punds

3/60 - 7169 S8.056,191

To :elate the Vniversity'l activitiea
to the social and economic needs of

54erian peoples; teaching of undergradustes.,and
graduates; to engage in

encourage research on Nigerian problems; and
to engage in public oar-

,:
through continuing edication.

Participant Training --F Faculty Recruitment
Averolelverhead Rates

U,S, Trained Est. Average Cost Team in
trios a n.n. ear 1 erla len term

Est, Cost ocr

Tanm ear On-Cam s Off-Cam ua
0 man7yrs z man-yrs

1, S 38,121
92

19 178,75S5,840N
2, 60,000 53,8% 36.1%

[not including

transportation]

3, 119,000

(not including

equipment)

TOTAL BOIRT

Ealtries

Alloionce .

Trvel t Transportation

Other Lirect'Ooste

Overhead

Equipment

Participant

240-1/31/69

toldR
163,3S6

1,092,649

713,661

1,170,967

159,277

S71 412

NLJ.mnS3-71)

ASU'a estimated average.

1, Arithmetic average over project period based on analyted budget,

2, Average corrected for inflation at 9%
per year reflecting end of project prices.

3. Estimate for 1977,

6 3

Johns Hopkins
University/University of Lagos

U,S, University

Deyrrment).
Nigerian University I

Contract
._(Deportmentl

Sponsor Dates Funds'

John. Hopkins University
Dniviireity of Lagos '

Ittitltute of Child Nellthl

AID/Phi-C

1,Pordl

11173-12176

Itise,

546,A74

ONEam 74 rr.. in nue% miduivee
Ind other health vorkert;

stoulde consulting e.4
tichticel'Aesigannt touard-inproving

and expending health education and
care of lothers end childran; Ind

to provide ;mount ars
education

includihg nutrition.

Participant Training
faculty Aecruitment

Averagelverheod Pete:
..a. Trained I Est, Average Cost

11,S , Team in Est, Cost per
:Ae nano I Der man-year $igeri I ( mn.y eer 11

1 On-Campus

,

Of f49uit men-yrs
,pngterm

2, 116.500
1,75 59,30011

3 3,95 3, 126,900 41!
11,,5:[nor including

trintpoztetion)

not including

equipment)
_. .

TOTAL 603CET

Salaries.

, .411cs+anue

Travel I Tren'sportation

Other Direct Coets

Overhead

.Equipment

'Tarticlpsnt

$ 21,600 tConeultint heal

/ 20,188 ifringeel

144,200

78,900
'

.71,000

1,000

62,101

50,610

20 000

.21tat

Wed on John. Hopkins figure:
116,100 per. 1,7 nen-yetts.

.11 1, Arithmetic image over project
period based cn analyzed Uudget,

0, Average corrected for inflation
et 9% per !ma reflecting end of

project priPla,
1, halite for 1977,
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APPENDIX B y

SECONDARY EDUCATION AND UNIVERSITY ADMISSIONS

Arthur J. Lewis
University of Florida

Programs in Nigerian universities are affected.by the nature and

effectiveness of.secondary schools. The interface between Secondary schools

and the universities is partfcularly fluid at this.time. This has resulted

in a variety of special programs in the uhiversieies and in alternative

provisions for'admissions.

Historically, Nigerian secondary education haS included a Sixth Form

with admi!..,fon to the university based on successful Completion of the

higher school certificate (H:S.C.). With this level of preparation, the

universities offered a three-year undergraduate degree. Continuation of

the Sixth Form was recommended by the Ashby CoMmission (1960) and officiall

supported by the Government Of Nigeria'at that. time.

The number of Sixth Form schools ineteased rapidly aS neariy all

secondary schools aspired td offer studies leading to the H.S.C. Inade-.
'0

quate support of these burgeOning Sixth Form schools resulted in aseri-
.

otis shortage of equipment and materialg. Trained teachers were in short

supply, particularly in the science and mathematicg fields. -It.is not

surprising that the results of H.S.C. examihation were increasingly
/

dis-
C

appointing. Because there was an insufficient number of university appli-

cants with H.S.C., and because many of those with the H.S.C. were Marginal,

.

several 'universities instituted a. foui-year,program including a "prepara-

tory year."

,Future ''directions for secondary education are clearly charted in the

National POlicy on Education (Federaf Republic of Nigeria, National.PoliCv.

58
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on Education, 1977). Secondary education will.be oT six years' duration,

three years in,a:junior secondary school stage and three years in a senior

secondary school stage. The policy states "The Sixth Form as at kesent

constituted will be abolished. Pupils will go direct from seCondary school

to university." (p. 11) According to the policy, universitie wili.have

to restructure ther courses from the three-year to the four-year degree

course pattern to suit the six-year secondary school sYstem. TheGovern-

. ment policy recognizes that implementation of the 3-3 secondary cd'uceItion'

system-must take some years. The new system is scheduled to commegc'e with

. the firSE. set of univerSal primary education products-7-in ahoUt five years.

.In the- interim period a variety_of ad hoc procedures for, admiSsion
0 -7--

are being used. Students are still epcouraged to enter-thejixth.Form--a

newspaper advertiSement-(March 9, 1977) invited,students to apply for ad-T

miSsiOn intO any of 32 Government Colleges offering the Sixth FOrm. S.tu-

dents who pass the 11 S.C. with acceptable grades are eligiblR for admission

to a three-year undergraduate program,in most uriversities.' It.is antici-

pated that this Will be a relatively smn11-intake. For exatple, the

University of;Calabar estimates .that approximaely 10 percent of ea.ch

. year.'s entrahts will .he A-level holders. Officials:at 'Ale University of.

Calabar, however', expressed a preference for "0" level entrants, as 'they

believe that 'the e'xtra'yea'rof work at Calabar will provide a better

foundation for viversity* work.

An alternatiVe'rOute to 'university admission is thrw,Ah an entrance

'examination. At the present time, universities set their ,own examinations.

llowever, a. proposal for a national entrance examination and admis.;jon

procedure. (Angulla Commission) has just been PT,nroved by the.Nigerian

Government. Students OrdinarifY need "0" .L 1 inthe West African SChool

67
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Certificate Examination to sit for the entrance examination with exceptions.

,made for,mature students.

Universities.are making proVisions.for !T" level entrant.s. For ex-

ample; ali."6" level entrants to'the University of Calabar spend,one or

two years in, pre-university courses. Students whose future degree goals

are in the arts-based discipline take the courses in the Faculty of Art,

while those- whose degree goalS are in science-based disciplines take their

courses in the Faculty of Science.
. . .

.Various procedures are being used to prepare students for entrance

exaMinations.i TheNigerian Government.has instituted Schools of Basic

StudieS in 11 states. Students who' pass'course examinations.at the con-

cluSion of basic studies offered in a university will automatically gain

admission to that university. Univesities are also offering preparation

Courses for-entrance examinations-l-some are designated as basic studies

courses., while others are part of a preparhory program. Some universi-

.

ties are offering-special short=term reMedial courses in order to prevare

students.for examination's. ' For eample', the UniversitY of Jos has mounted'

a multimedia educational campaign.Utilizing:,television,-radio, and news-

papers in order to'prepare students,lor the entrance examination. Self-

instruction by students and commercial tutoring schemes will probably

continue:

As Nigeria moves through.this peridd of univerSity eXpansion some

questions regarding the Schools of basic studies will need to be answered:

Will it.be 'possible to recruit and mainlai-n'staff of sufficiently high

caliber. to successfully prepare students for entrance examinations? How

long will.universiele5 need to offer courses of basic studies?. 'Or is

.
probable that universities will' fill all student,places by accepting as

6 8
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many students as possible in the undergraduate program and using the re-

maining places for stu-dents in basic studies.Y, .Assuming that it takes

. three to four years 'before schools of basic studies can produce enough

qualified students for universities, what happens to these schools when

the three year-three year-secondary education .pro4ram is implemented in

Live yearS? Will schools-of basic studieS disappear or becóme second

stage secondary schopls?

Some Nigerians express concern over,the academic bias of schools of

basic studies. The miSsion of these schools is clear: prepare students

for. universities. They ask, is this singular emphasis consistent with-

natiOnal policy to produce technical manOwet for middle level job?4

a

6 9
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APPENDIX C .

NIfiERIAN 10flVERSITIES

ProjeCted Distribution of Enrollments-and Teachers 11,)i Discipline,1975181

1980181 Teachers

T6'rpases
Actual - Actual REtOMEDATIONS PRO JECTED Over -Iver

,

1. 'Arts. 6 Social Sciences':

Actual

1971/72

Actual .

1972173

Students 5,192 6,181

Teachers 629 700

Ratio 8.2 ,. 8.8

2, Sciences:

, Students 2,896 3,361 .

,

Rat io
,.. ,

6,4' 6.8

3: Apriculture:

Students 1

Teachers

Ratio

4, Medicine:

1,324

,.204

6.5

1,418

255

5.6 ,

Students 1,904 2;382

'Tenchers 400 576

Ratio 4.8 4.1

5. Education:

Student; 2,171 2,424

Tenehers 142 174

Ratio 15.3
,

13.9

6. Engineering 6 Technology:

Stu4ents 1,375 1,814

Teachers , 187 ' 211

Ratio 7. 8.5

7. tnvironmental Desipn:

students 119 181$

Teachers 13 21

Rat,io 9,2 8.7

8, Administration:

Students 492 800

Teachers 87 105

Ratio . 5.7 7,6

71

1973J74 1974/75 '1975/76

6,844 6,768 8,169

810 ,815 892

8,4 8.3 9.2

4,144 4,269 5,942

6.2 ,, 5.7 6..9

1,704 1,997 2,320

283 333 .382

6,0 6.0 6.1

. 2706 '3251' ,4,092

598 690, 967

-4.5 ,4.7 4.2
- :

.2,969 4,094 5;139

217 243 359

)3,6 16,8 14.3

;-,

f 2,016 1 2,414-44 2,886

273 i ' 110 ,, 389

7,4 1 7.8 7.4

/

508 657 758

59 N., '62 ,85

,8.6 10.6 8.9

1,251 1,485 1,555

129 152, 159

9,7 11,3 . 9.8

1976/77 1977178

9,700 10,300

970 980

10.0 10.5

'7,000 7,800,

6,9 7.3

2,600 2,875

4po 412

6,5 7.0

4;720 5,500

1,065 .1,196

4.4 4.6

6,600 7200

382 440

17.3 16.4

3,000 3,420

400 450

7,5 7.6

1;000 1,250

111 134

h. 9.3

2,000 2500

165 192

12.1 13.0

1978179 1979/80 1980181

11,000 11,900 12,800

990 1,000 1,067

11,1 11.9 12,0

8,400 9,500 11,000

7.8 8.6 9.0

v.1

3,250 1,500 3,800,

416 420 447.

7.8 8.3 8.5

6,400 7,500 9,000

1,320 1,480 1,636

4.8 5.1 5.5

-1974/75 1975176

252 175'

114 65

9,46, 669

7,800 , 8,400 9,000

472. 509 545 362 186

16,5 16.5 16.5

3;900 '4,401 4,900

500 560 ,598 288 , 209

'7.8, ,,,j,;9 8.2

'1,500 1,800 .2,100

155 180 210

9,7 ,.. 10,0 10.0

3,000 3,500 4,000

222 .250 267

. 13.5 14.0 15.0,

148. . '125
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NIGERtATIMITIES :(continued).

Proiected Distribution, of EnrOlments and Teachers by'Discipline.1975/81.

Actual

NUC

RECOMEDATIONS PROJECTED

Nao/81 Toll 'hers

Increases

1971/72 1972/73 1913/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 197708 '1578/79- 1979180 1980/81 1974/75 1975/76

9. Law:

Students 842 785 1,271 1,196 1,343 1,600 1,850 2,150 2,450 2,450 \

Teachers 70 78 83 85 99' 106 120 134 . 153 153 68 54

Ratio 12.0 10,1 . 15.3 14.1 13.6 15.1 15.4 16.0 16.0 16.0

W. lasic Studies,:
. ..,. .........,

.. Students 42.,L, Jiji _05 ...,.....z.L.....,1,41.....j.,a_lja_Lona_..4001.4.1bao.........:...,...,...._,,......',..L.

'----7fra"= 26 45 .69 .74 78 , .80 80 80 . 80 . . 80 2,

Ratio 16,4_ 19.0 15:7 12.1: 12,8 12.5 12.5 12.5 12,5

11. All Disciplines:

Students 16,957' 20,204

. ,Teachers 2,336 2,658

Ratio. 7.3 7.6

'' 24;498 27,025 33,204

5,235 3,529 4,275,

7.6' 7.7 7.8
1

11

Source: 'National Universities Commission

.... ..-

39,220 43,695 48,400 .30J0

4,694 5070 5,369 5,752

8.4 8.6 9.0 94

12,5
,

60,056

6,223

9.6

/694 1 948
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APPENDIX D
NIGERIAN UN/IVERSITIES:

BREAKDOWN OF ACADEMIC/STAFF BY NATIONALITY

University Nigerians

1974/75

' Emlacriates.

% of Expatriates

Total' in. Total

Ahmadu Bello . 443 411, 854. 48.12

Nsukka * 584 107 .
691 15.48

Lagos ',........19.6. 62
.

. 458
_

13.53

7-9".§------7-21773----Ibadan 651
.... ______---....._.

14 i..

If e' 479 144- 621 301.06

1975/76

Ahmadu Bello 452 442 894 49.44

Nsilkka * 584 107 691 15.48

Lagos 559 60 619 9.69

Ife
^

Ibadan

* Figures do. not include Calabar Campus

Sou, J: National Universities Commission
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1. DEVELOPMENT OF MEDICAL EDUCATION IN NIGERIA

:James P. Dixon,-M.D.
. University of North_Carolina

-----Dat-a---col-lectedon the field visits to the universlties and Supplemented

by information in the National Universities Commission's Working Party Re-

port on Medical Education generally confirms the Preliminary information

tht,ACE/OLC -Task Fo'sce_prior to the visit. Implementation of

the policy decision to increase the number of physicians in Nigeria does

indeed create'the Ringle,most severe demand for facilty. What is planned

is a marked increase in medical enrollments for the next five or ten 'years.

The two best established medical schools at Ibadan and Lagos will be..ex'-

pected by 1980 to be enrolling 500 studentS annually. All the remaining

schools will be.expected to-enroll 300 students annuallY.

In addition to those at Lagos and ibadan, meaical schools are now

established at Ife, Benin, Nsukka, Zaria, and Jos.. Maiduguri and ilorin

are expected to.admit students in 1977; Calabar.and Sokoto in 1978; and

Kanotand Port Harcourt' in 1979.

Since the present number Of graduates'in medicine is small.--300 per

year7-and the total number of physicians in the country is probably less

than 4,000, the demand .for faculty from outside of Nigeria will be very.

substantial. One confirms the estimate that the number of non-Nigerian_

faculty required Will, indeed, be on the order of 600-900.

The demand.for faculty could; of course; be influenced somewhat by

the educational strategy which the country uses to prepare medical students;

Presently, it is plannel to enroll students in a pre:medical year f'rom

which they will move to a three-year track followed by on t! year of

internship which will then qualify, the student for,practice in Nigeria.

78
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, After the year of internship, each.pbysician is required to undertake a

.year oE national service. The doMinant educational practice in medicine

continues to be patterned after the United Kingdom's experience. It is

true that-American influence at -Zaria, Nsukka,.and ife haS introduced the

posSibility of some variation. At Ife, there is a Bachelor of itealth

Sciences degree which is intended to provide a preliminary traiping not

'only for medicine but for other heals:11:d

iew of ,deans in other medical_ schools that this model will not replace

the pre-clinical.model of the United Kingdom throughoiit the country.. Some

thought has been givtal to the possibility of concentra.ting.pre-ClilliCal or

a combination Of pre-medical 'and pre-clinical medical training in tWo or

three sites throughout the country, but I found no strong evidence in our

survey that thds would be undertaken. It,has also been suggestpd:that, the

basic sciences be brought together in a -sing1(. .Thculty which would serve

all of the Ilealth disciplines.in a single university. There is little

hard'evidence that matters will proceed along that line.either. Since the

Nigerian leaderShip fel- medicine for the most part haS been irained at

Madan ancl in the United Kingdom, it seems fair:then to assume that the

dominant pattern for medical education will be 1,Led upon that experience'

for the period ahead.

There, is interest in developing auto-didactic teaching.methods within

Nigerian
/

universities. Given the tact that the secondary school experiemes

/of medical enrollees will. have been in the British system which is anything

1 but auto-didactic, it seems unlikely that the rapid introduction of such

methods will ercur or create added efficincy in medical education.unless.

very considerIe atteatiol; , paid to efforts to train students how to

learn in an independent fashion.

'19
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'From an.exaMination of the ratios of students to teacherS at Ibadan.

C'

and Lagos Medical SChools, it would appear (Without-making any correction

-for part- and full-time faculty) that a ratio of students/teachers of 1.4

is a sound basis for planning. This may be a-misleading figure,, for the

information in the Medical Education Working Party Report, confirmed soM0--.

what by findings in.the field, suggests that a very substantial number of

the clinical teaching faculty in.the medical schools are quite part-time.,

since they carry, at the ime time, privale practices.-Yrhis:is particu--.

larly so at Ibadan and Lagos. The number of private practitioners in the

northern cities appears to be very small. One estimate which was.received

. was that there are onlY ohe or two private practitioners in all of Maiduguri.

PreSently the most critical faculty shortages are in the pre-clinical

fields. Demands for faculty in Anatomy,,Yhysiology, and Pathology .exist

even in the-established medical schools. It was commonly reported that the

acquisition of clinical faculty will be much less difficult, although it.

is acknowleded that in certain specialties such as Anaesthesiology, Radi-
,

.
.

ology, nd Opthamology there will be acute shortages. But it seems posshle

that the.pu;1f1 toWard private practice, as an increasing number of physicians

are prepAredl, wil1'be strong.enough so that chranic shortages of Nigerians'

/
may also eXist in the Clinical fields for some period of time.

/ j

Ihe pportunities for pos -graduate training for specialization in

P

Nigeria-Axe-severely -limited' existing .in-substantiAI-quantity only'at-
.

Ibadan*d to some extent.at Lagos. In ordyr to achieve'an Adequato train-
;-

ing substan1t.ial nymbers of Nigerian physicians will need

to haVe access to such tra ning overseas.

/in implementing the )1an for the provision* of health services In

/

Nigeria--which along witi education is a major target for investment of .

8 0
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resources in the infrastrOcture of the country--the univ.ersi; sa.-a are ex-

pected to proyide only the professional manpower. They are not expected

to make a large direct contribution to the provision of services.. The
_ . .

provision of services remains a responsibility .of the Ministry.of Health

which carries alSo the responsibility to train para-professional personnel-

It iS not_likely that Nigerian universities will participate in preparing

-------doetora-Far-the-ljrartIEU-dr-gliiiTAITTea-MecTICTne. The history in Nigeria

of preparation of a secondary level.o.f.Med.i.eal_practitioners-ts-such as to

discredit this as a course of action. What is.more likely is that there

_Will be a demand for additional training of,nurSes in order thLir they may-

become nurse-practitioners.

While it is, true,that the university hospital con..s the maj.or

source of tertiary medical care in the tountryese hosl-s will not

be operated by the universities but will be operatecrbv the >,tinIstry.of

Health. Such an arrangemer,t virtually insures that.here will be a criti-

cal'tension between the demands for increased medical personnel and concern

for the.quality of education.

Despite this division of administr.ltive responsibility, the newer

. medical schools particularly at Jos and llorin intend to incorporate a'

substantial amount of experience in community health prattice in the

undergraduate and medical curriculum.

There is an urgent need to place Ni.gerians_in_key_posi-tionOlin-
.

. .

medical education. It seems clear enough that this will be entirely pos-

sible now at the level of deans, but mbre difficult at the level of chair-'

men of departments.; Some expatriates will be needed for some of these

positiot_lu>tor some time. They need to be carefully chosen for their

ability tff-toPinborate with, rather than seek to influence, the develOpment

-of naticinal-health policy.
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As is true elsewhere throughout the world, meditine.is a well compen-

sated profession in Nigeria. There is as yet an unresolved isSue as to

whether the clinical.faculty should be employed:full-time in the medical

schools. Regardless of how_this issue is resolved, it is clear that one

of the elements of, a recruitment policy may-be a substantial increment in

of,cliateajpfacul.mallove.lhe eStablished university__

scale. .In this sense, 'there is a clear similarity between Nigeria and

the United States.

Analysis

-.Nigeria with a population of over 70 million has about 4,000 phy;i-

_,

.ciansi one third of whom are foreighers. ln 19-74--75 there were four.

medical schools enrolling 3,251 Students with 690 faculty that, graduoted

245 physitians. For 1981; there are projected 13 medical schools with

.,,,..-

-,000 students with 1,636 i-aculty for studenr/faculry ratio Of 1.5 per-

cent--an intrease of abou 6;000 students and. 950 faculty.

In 1975-76, there were 112 fully accredited medical schools in the

United States, four provisionally accredited Schools, and 17 schools under

development or planned. There ,,ore, in these schools,;56,244 medical

students, 30330 full-time faculty with a'medical student/fa'culry ratip

of 1-.4 percent. Of the faculty, nearly 11,000 were,in the basic sciences

--and_nearly 40 ,000_in_clinical_stiencesFrom_this_ pool_ of American re-

sourcas, itwbuld- seem plausible to assume that a substantial propor ion

of-tlie 950 new faculty needed,. 2 percent of the total U.S. faculty in

1975-76, might he recruited, especially if one adjusts this f;gure to a

target of one third of the expatriate Cquivalent coming from the United

S ates, reducing the demand to slightly over 300. This would seem, on
1

the fac. an altogether practica'l

8 2
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, \
A further examination of the data indiCateS thatin the UniN,c\I States

the'production of advanced 'degree holders in the basic sciences in.1,75-76
\

was as follows:

Anatomy --58 MaSters.Degrees, 121 Ph.D.s
Biochemis.trY-419 MaSters Degrees,,251 rh.D.s
Microbiology-458 Magters.l)egrees,:1\%39 Ph.D.s
Pathology --65 Masters Degre'e-gt-r7

PharmacolOgy7-65'Masters Degtees0177 Ph.D.s
Physiology .7-122MaSters DegreeS:, 156 Ph.D.s*

There is a vacancY rate in 1975-76 of positions in the basic seiences'in

the United States medical sehOols of approkimaCe4 6 peicent. How much

this Vgancy rate is generated by neceLsity of encumbrance af,funds and

how much by necessity for added teaching strength is not clear.. It Voilld

seem, however, that under appropriate circumstances of employment s4me

number of ble'emerging Ph:D.s -could be deflected to the Iligerian

universities.

The,sittlation, in terms of prOvision of post-graduate training in

the United States in the clinical sciences, is promising. As o Septem-

ber 1, 1974, of'the total residencies available in the-United States,

37,140 were filled by U.S. ahd,Canadisn. graduates' and 15,3,75-wre foreign
/.

graduates./ Foreign graduates constituted 54 pezcent of those in Anaes-

thesia., 87 percent of those in teneral Practite, pefcent,of those. in

Radiology. Combining internship- and residency opportunities, one finds

that in 1964-65 the tolal number of positions filled by foreihn gradua es..

-was -about11,000 By 1974-75, this figure had, riSen to slightlycveri
. 0

18;000:'

/

4 . /
*1975-76 Ph.D, enrollmenLst were: ..Apatomy, 891;.Biochemistyy, 1, 57;

crobiologyi 1,435; Pathology, 532;'Pharmacology., 1,167; Phys/fology0,201.
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In sum, it would set-.m that there is a rgasonable possibility that

arrangements could be worked.out so that substenial numbers ot faculty'for

the Nigerian medical schools Could b developed in cooperation with. Amei-

icar schools. IL would-..seem likely that advanced training opportunities

do exit In'the basic sciences and iu the -:11aiical sciences; and that if

a.way could be found to tap them, the faculty presently serving in the

medital sChools might be attracted to-one- or two-year periods Of service

in Ngeria. .But'_ given the number of :acuity which the Nigerian-univerSi-

ties reed and the diversity.of the fields which must be represented, -it

woald seem anlikely' that these needs could be met unless there could be

established some ,collaborative institutional relationships between American

medical sLhools and Nigerian counterarts. Some priOrity would need to he

'0
given by tho Americln med'c-t ,-ols to Meeting the Nigerian needs out of

J.

their slack in- order.for there tObe promise that.development of. adequate .

expatriate staff in the categories wanted uld reliably .support the

schedule.of Nigerian 'development.

Toward this end-, it would seem wise in additi(J1 to .the efforts to

implement all the general recomMen:.-itions of.our study group, that we

0
_

consider Some.special inventiOn .woUld help facilitate, over the

next five ot ten years, a relatively stable developing relationship be-
,

tweeft American and Nigerian -medicibe. In -order to support such a rela--

tionship, it would probably be impOrt,aat hOt only to have the collaboration

of the American medical scnools and their parent universities, but also to

h-,ve the-support and collaboration of the American Association of Medical

Colleges, perhaps the,AmeriCan Medical Association, and perhaps also other

specialty and research groups which figure prominentl.% inomedical education.

One- way to test the Possibilities would:be to convene a grouP of. Nigerian
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and American counterparts to plan in somd detail t e waYs and means by

which the Nigerian.needs could be met,---\

All.,of the foregoing does not exclude'the possibility of recruitment

of.senior persons from,..the field'of medical'practice. There are 380,000

physicians in the United States and its possessions. Some are bored with.

practice.. Many would be competent to. turn to teaching ahdf in certain

economit ciroumstances, to do.so with a short-term loss of income without

hardship.

' BecaUse pf the strong content in community medicine in the Nigerian

medical curriculum and the absence of publeio health as a recognized dis-

cipline, some linkages might well include universities with schools of

public health. This would serve to strengthen the resources for the

tdaching of Epidemiology, Enyironmental Health, Nutrition, Demography, and

Health Administration.
,

-The problems in other health disciplines may be similar to medicine.

Pharmacy faculty may be easier to recruit. Faculty in Dentistry and Vet-

erinary Medicing ar,1 probably more difficult to obtain.
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2. AGRICULTURE IN NIGERIAN UNIVERSITIES

J. Duain Moore
University of Wisconsin

Of the siX older universities, four have faculties of. agriculture--

University of Ibadan, University of Nigeria-Nsukka, Ahme-lu Bello Universi-

ty, and University of Ife; The UniVersity of fe also'has a strong Institute.

of Agricultural Research and Training that'originally was.part. of the

Ministry.of.Agriculture and Natural Resources of the WeStern State. Of the

Seven.new unii.retslties, four haye.been-assignedfac4Aties of agriculture7-

-University of Calabar, University of Maiduguri, University of .Sokoto, and

University College, Port Harcourt UnivrIrsity College Ilorin and Bayero

.University College, Kano, each had requested faculties o agriculture, but

their requests were not granted,by the National Universities Comtission

(NUC) under .the present.develOpment plan. All of the new universities hope

to have faculties of agriculture eventually with a ,trong orientation to

provide extension service to farmerS.

Under the Federal Military Government Program'of Operation Feed the

Nation.(OFN), all 13 uniyersities are obligated to operate university

farts manned to a large extent by university students. In-most instances,

where a Faculty of Agriculture does not exist at preent, .the Faculty of

Biological Sciences is in charge 'of farm operation's. Indeed the Faculties

ofBiological. Sciences; in tany instances, include applied work irusuch
_

disciplines as Agronomy, Horticulture, Soils,_Plant Freeding, Economic

Entomology, etc. Several Vice-Chancellors of the new dnivetsities ex-

Pressed a desire to.have immediate he,lp in planning their farm location.

"and development:

8 6
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According to the NUC allotment of faculties to the new universities,

Maiduguri and,Port Harcourt are scheduled to begin degree programs in

Agriculture. in 1978, Calabar in 1979, and Sokoto.in 1980. In addition,

Faculties of Veterinary Medicine ate 'planned for Sokoto in 197 and for

Maiduguri in 1981, .since most of Nigerian livestock-is raised trl the

north. In accordance with the national goal to have special.missions for

each university, the 'Sokote Faculty of Agriculture will have a major

Forestry,. Maiduguri will specialize in Irrigation and Ao Husbandry

since there is ar adequate underground Water supply and muck I vasteck is

raiged in the.area. Port Harcourt will develop an Institute

tural Research. Calabar sees its role in Agriculture
.

to he prIalil.one

of training fatmets for thediveTsified drops of-the area (ano..,.d. cr.:)ps

such as rice, maize, cowpeas, yams, okra, tomatoes, and lermanent crops

. ,

such as cocoa, eoffee, kola oil palm, citrus, pineapple). All are com-

mitted to serving the needs of the community. Each of the hew Faculties

of Agriculture'is expeed toildve more than fiv-2 departments eVentuall.

The delay in starting the Facultes of Agriculture and Veterinrry

Medicine is due in-part to a tealization that students need a good

beginning in basic sciencs before the e faculti.s can be-launched. Also,

it is thought thax tiql? present Facult:es flf Agriel.lture are not being

used to capacity, and there is a concern that agricuLture graduates of

-universities do not become farmers.

As the new FacUlties of Agriculture are started, it would seem to

be desirable not to estdblIsh separate departments at :he\ontset but to

delay until such time that- there are sufficient numbeTs of saff in

different disciplines to warrant departmental statuslowever,With the

-,JT

.
urgency of the OFN programs, some senior people. shobld be hired as Soon

.
.

.

.

.

8 7
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as possible to help planthe university 'farms tor teaching'and'r'e4a-tth

as well ps the OFN program. Senior persons are also needed at'or,-e. to

plan curricula and syllabi, classroOMS and laboratories, and -to order

special supplies,: machinery, and equipment.. Critical attention should be

paid to soil and water conserVation practicee in the slearing of the lands

and the layout of the farms.

While. We understand the concern that few, if nny, greluates of Niger-

ian Fatulties of Agriculture have become practicing farmers; we hope this

will not prevent the development of additimal'Faculties of Agriculture

in otheruniversities in. new develOpmental plans. Tt is not surprising

that most.graduates have gone into Ministries of AgricuJture, where their

servIces.are available to do relevant research and to take the resul!:sof

research Eo farmers. Tt can be expected that as these neeus are mt and

agriculture can be changed from a "shifting" land use to "fixe,i" land uSe,

farming will acqui-e more status and attract well-trained p pie. :',Irther-

more, improvements in crops and animalsthrough breeding and selection
. _ .

programs and improved cultural and husbandry practices will also farm-
.

ing more,attractive.

'The ol&lr Faculties of Agriculture all have had strong linkages wirh

Amsrican universities in the development of bbth undergraduate a, gru-

ate programs.. There is still, a need for additional assistance in.mony

-arims of graduate work both in teaching and 'in furtherfng the duelspment

ot viable reseal-1-h that is relevant to.Nlgorian needfi and golls. Tho Facurties

of Agriculthre are also eager to plan f r the day Chey will have graduate

programs of their own.

,It shOuld be pointed out that the International Institute of Tropical

Agriculture (IITA) in Ibadan is now playing .a significant role in the

8.8
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training of Nigerian graduate students in Agriculture, and there is no

reason to think that this role will not be continued. -However, the needs

of the country are suCh that this fact should in no way delay the develop-

ment'of stronr_.; graduate programs'in the universities. Indeed, as at

-
present, some of the thesis research of the universi.ty graduate training

cOuld bu carried out at IITA.

8 9
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UNITED STATES INVOLVEMENT WITH ENGINEERING EDUCATION IN NIGERIA

John S. McNown.
University of Kansas

Introduction

Current deVeiopments in Nigeria are sure to provide an exciting

.challenge to engineering educators in the United State.s. The scope pro-

posed for assistance in Nigeria could. produce .an even larger operatitinc.

than the major effort that waSAeVoted to India in the 1950s and 1960s.

Among the,various professional fields that are particularly important to

that country's development; engitieering is second in importance only, to

.medicine. 'Engineering educators in the United States need to consider
,

how they will react to such.a challenge.

Description of the System

Engineering education in Nigeria has deep.roots in the Britigh tradi-

tion beginning with the crea.tion of a Faculty of Engineering at Za.tia-

in the njOs.' Expatriate staffing, external examiners, and relationships

with the Engineering_Institutions'ofGreat Britain have reinforced:this

. tradition. .Hence, the pattern is a three-year 'specialized program fol-

lowing two years Of mathematics'and science in advanced-preparatory'pro-

'grams. .The total course of study is usually One year longer than comparable

programs in the United'States.

Currently, engineering programs in Nigeria .fall into ehree categories: .

(1) established and more or less traditional programs at Zaria, Nsukka,

and Lagos--all MOTQ than. 15-years old; (2) newer and more .diversified'prol=.

grnms in FacultieS of Technology at. Benin,:Ibadan, and Ife; and (3) programs

just being planned. for three of the new universities.

9 0
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The first graduates.to be trained within the country -came out' of

Zaria'in 1960. At that time it was a faculty of the University. of Ibadan.

Nsukka and Lagos followed a few years lat&r, graduating their first ehgi-

neers in 1965 and 1967, respectively. Each of the.three haS divisions of

Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical'Engineering as well'as additional-pro-

grams such as Agricultural. or Chemical Engineering., The first stage of

.higher education a.t Benin City was the Institute Of. Technology founded in

1970 which later became a University. It also offers the usual programs

in Egineering but- stresses Chemical and Petroleum Engineering. .Thp

Facurties of Technology at Ibadan and.Ife were plahned to supplement

existing Engiffeering, Food Science, Wood Technology, Computer Science,

and Forestry Engineering: This seCohd group, also composed Of's-three

schools, first graduated engineers in the 1970s. The six schools will

graduate nearly 600 engineers in 1977 and again in 1978 (see. Table).

TABLE

Engineering.Graduates ,from Nigerian Univer-iiies

C,

Ahamdu Bello 'Univ. (aria)

_(Proiected)
.

.-._..

73-4 74-5 75-6 '76-7 77-8_ _

112 115 115 121 128

Univ. of Nigeria, Nsukka 55 ;15 83 146 164

'

Uniy. of 1,agos 52 67 86 10.0 109

Univ: of 1fe 69 69 ii 107 -93

Univ. of Ibadan 8 33. 54 65 .

Univ.' of Benin 16 24 .46. 3o

,-

281 360 429 574 . 595
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The three new progracis are planned for-the Universities of Ilorin,

.4

Kano, and Yort Harcourt which are juSt being established: The first in-

takeS into Engineering will take place-sometime in the period 1978-80;

hence their first graduates will appear in the early 1980s. Officials.at

the three- new institutions expressed their intention', of planning for

areas of study most'likely to serve the needs of indigenous employers

even if they were thus obliged to depart from the traditional Faculties-

of Civil, Electrical,:and Mechaaical Engineering as did lbadan'and 1fe.

In addition, Port .Harcourt intends toadd an -ektra year to its program
.

.n_oraer to provide Shop and field experience as compensation for the lack

of technology in the bacli.ground of their students. The new universities

have formed study coMmissions or are planning to'do so, but none of them

has aS yet recruited staff in Engineering lor etailed planning and

implementation.

Issues To Be Resolved

Se'veral issues arise within the system for educating engineers for

Nigeria. One is the size of the- demand for engineers at the bachelor's

and higher levels. The Table indicates that the output is gTowing froth

300 tb 600 in-the-current five-year lieriod, 1973-78. In addition, signifil

cant.numbers are being produced oveN4eas, particularly 1n the United_

States and'United Kingdom. The most recent 'figures available for the

United States show that 600 Nigerians were enrolled in degree cohrseS in

197.3-74and-that -number is.almost surely growing also. An additional
--

150 were pursuing advanced degrees. The number of Nigerian graduates in

engideering will reach 1,000 per year by about 1980 and will continue to'

9 2
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grow during the 'next decade with normal.growth at.the older Schools and

the beginning of production from the newer schools-

Additional questions arise .4i.th regard to Ole kinds of institutions

to be created. An important issue in Nigeria is whether to create one or

two institutes of technology, on the paetern of such technological insti-

tutions in Western Europe; the USSR, and the United States, much as was

done recently in India. "Alsn, several industrial centers are being planned

to work closely with the'universities,but tb bemanaged independently.

They Will have the objective of developing new technologies needed in

Nigeria while offeringexposure and practical experience in technologi-

cal processes to the students.

A 'final issue is the selection'of the kinds of courses to be offered.

The system is obviously in a.state of transition. Both the level of

sophistication and the areas ot specialization acre being adapted to present

and future practice in Nigeria. Traditional prograMs are reated to the

more-sophisticated technology of the western' world,.whereas practice in

Nigeria has different emphases. .Thetrends toward such narrow areas of

sPecialization as food technology are unusual. In muell'of the world the

trend is rather to less specialization or to different kinds. New de-
,

partments stress such broad concepts as energy, materials, processing.

and communications rather than the narrower applications. Nigeria needs

to-consider carefully its long-range objectives.

Recruitment of Staff

Nigeria has asizable and rapidly growing pool of engineering

gradnates. A significant fraction:of .them haVe earned advanced degrees

in the United Kingdom and the UnitedStates, and can be considered for

teaching appointments. As with .all professions, however, the attraction.

. .

a 9 3
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of professional practice-is great, both intrinsically and financially.

The needs/of government and industry re large'iudeed.. Thus the univer-

sities must manage with the small fraction of engineering graduates who

are both qualified and inclined,toward teaching. In. the'United States

this fr/action is only about 1 in 20. Thus N'igeria'S task of,st,aff dc-

veropment remains difficult in spite of 'the-long tradition of engineeting

education.

Nigeria's need for expatriate teachers of engineering is accordingly
.

large/. The Nik puts it at about.200 in l980 Even older institutions

would'like some assistance, and the newer ones will require senior staff

to ppvide leadership during the formative years and others at vatious

lev ls to help carry the load. If these people were to come from the es-

tablished universities in Nigeria, the problem would remain because-their

positions' would still need to be filled..

U.S. engineering schools have supplied t,eams to teach engineering'

to Maly parts of the developect world over the last quarter of a century;..

,

among them ate-India, Afghanistan, Peru, Korea, and Nigeria, to name only

a few. And they can doso again. The size of the task iS impressive,
i I

'howver. If Nigeria werle to obtain the 200 people they expect to need from

U.S.I, engineering schoolL they would probal-.iy have'in one country more -P

engineering teachers than have been.workIngabroad at any one time. The

pubAcation Open Doors (rnstitute of Lnternational Engineering,. New:Lork)

indicates that some 200-300 engineering fzicultj go abroad from the United

States in any one year,--but since nearly half of these go Co Eurove, the-.

.humLr.involved in technical assistance at any time is 100-150.

Nigeri,i's needs can be met from the-United. States only.if a signifi-

cant number of the larger engineering schools choose to become involved.

9 4
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Fifteen teams of ten each would provide 150, and such a major effort is

about the only way:of Meeting Nigeria's essential'needs. Indivibuol.re-

cruitment can pfbduce onl a small number, perhaps a few dozen at most,

and very few of these would be the senior people needed to provide lead-.

. _

ership. The principal sources E individual recruitment are the recent

recipients of Ph.D. degrees and the cadre of teachers who are.in their

sixties, still in good health and ready for.one more challenge.__The most'

useful of the latter group would he those who have worked abroad success-
\

fully befOrb._,.
Q

A deliberate program to disseminate "information will he required.

The international Division of the American Socicty for Engineering Edu-'

cation;is the most significant group to be enlisted. In addjtion, the

prnfpssional societies have educational panels and related activities.

Some of these groups could be. prevailed' upon to become. iiivolved. Cer-

tainly with any of the linkages, the nine,Nigerian unfVersities with

neering faculties should include this dfscipline among its .ictive group.

All recruitment ac~ivities will be more effective if tHey were aided by

.a. campaign to explain and publicize the exciting developments taking

place in Nigeria. Hilany people are challenKed by a new frontier. With
__.

the right approach, a bi:oad appeal could generate a significant level of
:...-------

.
.

. .

es-----._ -

spontaneous interest on which spet]tic campaigns could build.
......---

.1

CT1
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4.. TI:ACHER EDUCATION IN NIC'ERIAN UNIVERSITIES

Arthur J. Lewis
University of Flotida.

; Programs for teacher education i Nigerian dniversities will be inflU-

enced by the presentaupply :and demanld for teachers, future needs for.teachers

based. on national plans, 'and alterna-ive institutional .arranvments for' -

training teachers.
,/

Present Supply^anO. Demand of Teachers. There is a massive shortage"

ef secondary school teacherspafticularly Science and.Mach teacher's.

-large number of teachers in Science and Math are Arts.graduates t aching.

out ef field. Ag:a resultof ilr-prepared Science and Math' teaChers,

proportion of students are adequately ptepared co enter Science anck Math

.

programs in uniVersities. This, in turn maks it difficult to recruic

,

good Students for teacher education,in Science and Math. It waS reported% ,

Oat the salary scale for secondary schoel teachers was too loW to compete

(,

with alternative oc't n.tpatiAs ,open to students in Science zind Math.

o.
1

. ...

. Last year there was a major efTert to recruit secondary school Science
I

and Math teachers for Europe, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

Although a large number of teachers applied, only a handful came teNfgeria.

Ministry of Education officials recognize that the primary solution tothe

prol,lem Is to train, large numbers of Science and Math teachers in Nigerian

. universities. As these individualS begin,teaching, arts graduates teaching

Science courses can be assigned to appropriate fields.

Future Needs f-or Teachers. 'The recent publication,,National,Policy

.

on Education, indicates that a variety of zidditional teachers will be needed.
.

At the primary level.the GoVernment has embarked on action "to ensure the

success and universality of the UPE (Universal Primary Education) scheme,

9
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by mounting a powerful campaign,. . . 'to make parents education-conscious

and awaken in them a burning zeal for education for their children."

The success of this campaign will create a demand for thousands of additional

_ .

'teachers. Universities prepare teachers for primary teacher trainin-g

colleges.

The National Policy on Eduration includes a number of other plans that

'will result in increased derm,"-Is on te.;-her education:

Provision for classes for he-licapped children

Employment of guidance personnel

Provision of library services

Expansion of secondary schools

Expansion of technical schools.

Expansion of adult and continuing education

The expansion of universities (by 'an estimated 3,000 faculty members) will

have implications for teacher education if the admonition of the Pro-Chancellor

at the University of Ibadan is folloWed: "University.faculty need to have.a

Diploma of Education if they are to deliver the goods."

Role of Nig-ian Universities in Teacher Education: There are three

types of teachE, t:Aning institutions in Nigeria. Grade II teachers' col-

leges prepare priL.- ool ,teachers: Entry level varies from paSsed Stand-

ard VI to West African School Certificate (WASC) holders. The length.of the

training program varies from five years to one year depending upon the entry

level of the students. Advanced Teachers Colleges (A.T.C.) prepare teachers

who hold the Nigerian Certificate in Education (N.C.E.) and who teach in the

lower grade§ of postsecondary schools. The provide a. two-year

postsecondary training program.

9 7
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Nigerian universities prepare teachers for upper secondary school forms,

for Grade II teacher traininF.-; colleges,, and for Advanced Teacher Training

Colleges. All' thirteen Of the Nigerian-universities will provide teacher

education. In general the Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.) degree is a four-

year full-time course. Education students spend from one-half to two-thirds .

of their lecture time.in the FacultieS of Arts or:§ciences. Holders of the

may earn the. B.Ed. degree in two or three years. postgraduate

Diploma of EducatiOn may be earned in a one-year fullrtime reSidential
- _

program or, alternatively, teachers in-service may earn the'degree in a

.program running over two successive long Vacations with the:intervening

atademic year spent in supervised teaching practice. Graduate degrees in

education 'are offered in the older universities and., eventually, will Prob-

ably be offered in all universities. .These degrees are an M,Ed. (a degree

based on taking courses), M.Phil. (a degree based on research); and a Ph.D,

degree.

- In addition to degree work, universities provide in-service education.

through short courses, part-time courses, and courses over the long vaca-

tion. In-service educationis generally offered.throUgh a university-based,

institute of education.

Colleges of Education are responding to new directions'as charted 'by

the National Policy on Education.by offering new courses in..such fields as

special education and.guidance and counseling. 'Some colleges recognize the

need to extend curriculum help to all levels of education including assist-

ance With: teaching methods, use uf teaching aids and educational technology,
1..

continuous assessment, and staff development. The ExecutiVe.Secretary of

1

NUC emphasized. the need.for these typeS of curriculum help.
-

9 8
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Individuals at different universities identified a number of areas in

which staff help is needed. These areas include:

. Special education (particularly physically handicapped) (four

universities)

. Vocational subjects--general (three universities)

. Educational administration (two universities)

. Adult and continuing education (two.universities)

..Curriculumr-in9:uding higher education (two universities)

. Agricultural education

Business and distributive education

Educational psychology

. Educational technology

. Health and physicel education

. Home economics

. Industrial arts

Social foundations .

One. Nigerian pointed out that the United States is the only place to recruit

vocational specialists in Such f-lelds as agricultural education and ,business

education.

University officials indicated a general need for two types of staff

assistance: younger 2taff in the more general areas and experienced,staff

who can help to build-up the new areas as listed above. The possibility of

sending teams for intensive four- ur five-week courses in some of the newer

areas was presented.

Clearly, Nigeria is planning some significant and appropriate develoP-

ments in eduCation,. The success of the plans will depend in part on the.

.ability to train the needed teachers. Assistance from.outside of Nigeria will

be neCessaryto develop the necessary teacher'training programs.

9 9
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APPENDIX F
UNIVERSITY STAFF DEVELOPMENT

A. Staff Enrollment for 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76

Higher Degrees

Ibadan 279 195 101

Lagos 83 122 167

(88)

Zaria 189 50 185

(96)

Others 35 .81 292

(101)

, Totals 586 448 745

B. Higher Degree Enrollments
by Subject

Arts:and Social Scienes 182 116 120

:Natural_Sciences' ,

Medicine

109

22

. 84

23

.93
50

Engineering "f, Technology: 79 60 103

Agriculture & Veterinary Medicine 81 55 45

Others 113 110 334.

586 448. '745

C, Graduate Assistants

In Nigerian Universities
Foreign Universities

Totals .

1973/74 1974/75 1975/76

N.A. 195 233
,

'N.A. 225 '-244

N.A. 420- 477
tl

Ndte:

1. Number of MBA, M.Ed. and MED Graduates included are in parentheses.

MBA = Master of Business,Administration; MED = Mpster of.Environmenta;, Design

2. Usually a person. recruited as a Graduate Assistant is regarded as a potential

teacher, but he is not for budget purposes counted as one of the current teach

ing staff.

Source: National Universities Commission
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1.. THE.BAYERO UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, KANO

The Departtent of Islamic Studies of Ahmadu Belle University was founded

in Kano in 1963. This faculty served as the nucleus for the Bayeto Univer-

° sity College.when it was fOrmed in the fall of 1976. The college is to be-

come-the Abdullahi Baye r.oUniversity in October-1977. It now inelude:'

.Faculties of Edlication, Humanities, Natural Science, Social Science, and

Busitiss' Studies; it also offers courses in Basic Studies to prepare students

to.enter the regular three-year university courses. During the next several

years, it plans to add FacultieS of Engineering, Law, and Medicine.

.

. The enrollment at BUC is now about,1,200of whom 260 are in the two

.\

years of preliminary studies in HumanitiT Social Studies, and Science.

The remainder are distributed throughout he various existing faculties with

the larger numbers being in Educulion and the HumanitieS. Bec is obviously...i
:-

starting more rapidly than the other new institurions, probably because of

its longer existence as a Faculty owits'Present site.

The small present campus of some 60 acres is just outSide the wall to

the southwest of the city of Kano. The neW site iS'cIose enough to the old
f

one so that both sites can be used later: The new site of 4.,00O'hectares iS

mere to the west Of Kano.

Constraints, on planned,grOwth are:, (1) the overtaxed construction indus-

.try in Nigeria, (2) difficulties in acquiring staff, particularly at the

higher levels, and (3) the limited. availability .of the requisite number of

qualified students, particularly of northerl: -..tude.:.c.s. The officials do not

expett that money.Will be a major constraint ir chey.ate able to get over

fundamental hurdles:

97
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The attitudes and programs at BUC follow established tradition closely. .

Although a fOur-year university course is to be imposed by central authoti-

dies on all Nigerian Universities Sometime within the neXt several years,
-

their present planning is based on three years of university after A-level

studies or .their equivalent. They also artic'Ulated clearly their.desire

that U.S. academics fit'into.their system.

Like other Nigerian institutions, they have Plans to select and.develop

.young staff and to utilize large numbers of expatriate staff in the long

period during which their young People are stUdying.and gaining experience.

At preSent, Nigerian staff .and expatriates are about equal in number, and

this 50.:50 ratio willprobably hold during the early years of rapid growth.

tater on, perhaps in five to ten years, the 'number of Nigerian staff should

continue to grow while that of expatriates stays constant or falls off. Only

this way is the proportion of Nigerians' likely to increase.

The administrators at BUC support a plan whereby graduate studies at

ABU would be strengthened to serve some of the training needs of the three.

new northern institutions. Staff,at Kano' feel that training nearby would

produce less alienation and supply students whO would be less likely to leave

academe for jobs in government or private industry. And they have had the

experience of long ties to ABU.. However, in neither Sokoto nor Maiduguri

did people endorse this pattern.

They.also foresaw a need to send large numbers of students to .the'United

States. They do not see much likelihood of recruiting significant numbers of

Nigerians from within Nigeria or elsewhere at present. The nUmber of north-

ern Nigerians at more advanced academic levels is much too small to meet the

needs of four'institutions for many years tO come. And the flow from Ibadan,

1

Ife, and Lagos to new universities in. the northern states is limited.
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The officials ht BUC mentioned special, staffing needs in the Physical

Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. They have appointed commissions to

study and devise new programs for En-eneering'arid Law which reflect local

needs. As at other places, they would particularly welcome a few senior

people to provide leadership in new areas. They also want staff who could

help tlhem develop graduate studies and research. The predominant attitude

seemed to be *one of wanting the assistance of experts, but not in a way.or

to an extent that would cause the importation of attitudes and educational

procedures which differ greatly from theirs.
,

They believe that they can attract AMericans to Kano for various reasons.

They are in a better position than most institutions with regard to hoUsing,

and they expect to be able to stay ahead of that,need. They would expect

only people who have a desire for a newexperience, and they believe that

anyone who comes will find a friendly reception, adequate pay, and attractfve

extra allowances. In a few, areas, specialists would be attracted by research

opportunitieS, despite limitations in others. In their limited experiance,

they have found that Americans can adapt readily to local conditions.

Key people on the BUC staff appeared somewhat reluctant to consider

programs involving extensive linkages with institutions,iabrOad. Several
O

factors may underlie their concern. Their programs and objectives have

strong roots in the local MoSlem traditions, and they quite naturally intend

to'preseilie 'these. Some feel that linkages between ABU and the United

tf

States did not endure because too many trainees left academic Work soon

after they returned. The conservatism alluded to already is a part of those

attitudes. A final factor may be a lack of familiarity with.the potential

of linkages and c'e variety of approaches that can be used in their applica

tion. The institu'sion.is obviously unch2rgoing a stage of development in

'which tradicidn and change are at odds. Anyone coming from outside to heiP

them would .inevir.ably become involved in these difficult adjuStments. 106
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BAYERO UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, KANO - PROJECTION OF FIRST DEGREE
ENROLLMENT BY DISCIPLINE - 1976/84

(Choice of Disciplines based on theTentative Agreement of the'. .

Academic planning Group at its. Meeting of June l'and 2, 1976)

Disciplines. . 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

1. Education . . 300 400 sqo 700 950 1,150'

(20), (20) (25) (35) (48) (58)'

2. Engineering 50 100 200 300'

(10) (20) (30) (40)

3. Humanities 400 500 . 550 600 700 800

(30) (40) (50) (50). (58)- (67)

Law - - 50 ° 100 1C9 ' 200

(5). ..,:(10)
.r.

.(15) (20)

S. Medicine '.,100 200 300

-(10) (15) (W)'

6. . Natural Sciences 100 200 300 400 650 . 850

'(20) (30). (50) (55) (80) (100)

7.

,

Social Scienge . 100 200 400 650 SOO 1,000

Business Studies (10). (15) '(30), (35) (40) (60)

8. Total: Enrollment in 900 1,300 1,850 2,450 3,600 4,600'

All .Discip,ines (80) (105) (170) (215) ,(286), (385)

9. New Entrants 350 550 650 750 1,350 1,500

10, Science-Based
New Entrants,

100 150 200 300 550 600

11. Arts-Based
New Entrants 250 . 400 450 450 800 900;

I

Notes:

1. Entries in Parentheses are the recommended numbers of teacher's in the Faculties. For every

'department in a Faculty, recko.n one Ptoiessor'and two,Senior 1.cturers for ev'ory establishment of ten.

2. The projections asstline a.mix of entry students with 0-level and A-Ivel qualifications. The

degree programme for the A-level entrants is of three years duration in the hasic academic disciplines.
of Arts, Social Science, and Science; and'also in Law, Education, and Agriculture. For A-level entrants;

the degree.couese in Human Medicine isS years. . '

1982/83 '7'983/84

1,140 1,700

2'(70) (85)

350 500'

(45) (50)

900. 1,000

(75) (92)

300 406

(25) (35)

i 450, .600

(70) (90)
1

'1,150 1,600
(120). (160) .

: 1,200 1,600
, (68) (80)

5

.7,500

i (21t (592)

1,650 2,100

1 750 1,000.

, 900 1,106

-

0-level entrants spend four or five- years for the degree in the basic disciplines depending on

their agadeMic standing. For such.students, 'the degree course in Medicine 1.s 6 or,7 years.
---

3. :All students admitted with 0-1eve1 qualifications (into pre-degree coures) irf theScience-

based disciplines of Natural Sciences, Medicine, and Science Education should normally take all their
two-year or one-year pre-degree-courses in the Faculty of Sciences. Similarly those admitted into

the Arts-based disciplines such a; Business Administration rake their two-year or one-year pre-degree
courses in.the Faculty of Arts. . ,

,
.

.

,4. The implication of,the above is that in the FacuAies of.Scienre and Arts stiuients course
regitrations are high and the FTE nembersfar e'iceed the actual student's' regigvation in these

Faculties. .

!. .

. .
.

. , .

5. ir(.the basic academie disciplines, the last three yearg of. uhe 'degree programme are normally

spent on the degree work in the triiversity. .°During the perip.d, the gtudents take .the majority of

their courses in the Faculties in whigh tliey areregistered, Education is'-an excePtion, the ckgree

students spend about 1/2 to 2/3 or theIT lecture time in the FanitieS of ArtS and 8cience.

6. All students willtake General Studies Course.

'Sodrce: National Universities Commission 107



2. THE UNIVERSITY OF CALABAR

The University of Calabar was started in 1973,.as a campus of the Uni-

versity of Nigeria, Nsukka. On October 1, 1975,..it betLme a separate Uni-

versity. Most of the students who were there at that time did not transfer

to Nsukka; instead they will finiSh at Calabar but get degrees from the Uni.

versity of Nigeria when theY graduate. The other students transferred to

Nsukka.in order to take classes which were not available at Calabar.
-

At present, the University oECalabar prefers mot ,tb accept ATlevel

students fOr direct-entry. into a degree.program but rather to take .0-level

students who will do basic s:.,udies at Calabar first. They have 11,000 appli-

cants for the 600 places for Octobet. 1977. An enormous building program is
%

in progress involving classrooms and laboratories, a teaching hOspital, stu-
c,

dent hostels, and over 100 staff houses.. The present senior staff comprises

more than 100 and the total staff is 200.

Calabar is rather femote from,the rest of Nigeria but a new highway is

under cbnstruction to link Cross River State with the remainder of Nigeria.

Vice-Chancellor E. A. Ayandele, who iS a (historian, stated that Calabar is

not, however, remote from western education because it has had strong European

Connections for many years, and many of her children haVe been educated in

Britain. He considers'the area to comParatively literate and_CrosS-Rii7er-

_State to have many well trained people who Should beable'to encourage and

assist with the development of the University of Calabaf.

The University Of Calabar now has faculties. of Science, Social Science,

Artt,. and Education; it is scheduled to start a Faculty of Medicine in 1978

; and Fatuities of Law and Agriculture in 1979. The Faculty of Arts and Educa-

tion will became two faculties in 1977-78. They plan to solve their staffing.
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o

problems by secondment, by recruiting from the open market, by sending grad-

nate assistants for further training, and by linkages with other uniVersities; 4

linkages may be formed at the department, faculty, 'or eVen entire university

level. The graduate assistants will be hired to fill specific foles, and if

they do well;, they will be supported for graduate training-with assigned
;)

research projects'relevant to Calabar's needs,
.

The Faculty of Science is in critical need of leadership in Physic's,

Mathematics, Chemistry, and Botany. ,Within Arts and Education the needs are

.

for assistance in English and German and in linguistics', and for leadership

in adult and continuing education: A course in the .use of English is re-
,-,

,._.... 0
quired for all beginning students; hencc, many. English teachers will be needed.

. .

.

'Theyalso will'require a course in scientillc thought and history of science
, -

for all students in Arts. -The Taculty of Arts also is.in need of a professor
,

of PhilosoOhy. The ,Faculty of Social Science has MD, professora of'EconOmics_.
_

but could usestakf at lower ranks'ih Economics. - They also needleaderShi0

in Geography, Sociology, Political Science, and Management Studies..

0

intend to develop a diplomalevel program in Management Studies for state-

government employees. They Will start a' medicar program soon And will need

stdff in the clinical areas particularly.

7

In. Agriculture the4Vice-Chancellor wants to have a clear iftdication of

what can be done. He has writen to Ohio State, Michigan State,Jowa State,

and-Wisconsin to see if Some kind of linkage can be formed. The'present uni-
.

versitY farm, about_30 acres, will expand.when the Faculty.of Agriculture is

sta.rted, and they would like help new, to plan the farm layout.

Calabar wants linkages in perhaps,two or three' areas- The deansof the

,varioUS faculties are planning a trip to the United States, perhaps in

. -
Oring'1977, to make contacts with American uniVersities.- .They will operate

.

through'the. African. AtheriCan Institute.
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UNIVERSITY OF CALABAR - PROJECTION OF FIRST DEGREE'
ENROLLMENTS BY DISCIPLINE - 1976/84

Disciplines,

(Choice.of Disciplines Based on-the Tentative Agreement of the
Academic Planning Group at its Meeting of June 1 and 2, 1976)

1976/77 197708 1978/19 1979/80 1980/81. 1981/81 1982/83 1983/84
, .1. Agriculture -- 50 150 250 400 650

(10) '(20) (30) (45). (50)
.

2. Education 150 300 450 600 850 950 1,200 1,600
(10) (15) (20) (25) (30). (35) (45) .

,
3. Humanities , 225 280 380 450 550 700 900 1,200

(40) (40) (40) (45) , (50) (60) (70) .(95)

i
z,4. Law .., ...-.. 50 100 150 300 500

(10) (20) (25) (40) (75)
. -,. .5. Medicine .100 200,' , 300 400 550 750

(10)' (20) (50) (70) (90) (110)1-' - L

6. .Natural Sciences 475 500 520 550 700 800 1,000 1;250
(50) (50) (q)) (70) (90) (90) (100) (110)

7, Social Science &. 250 350 370 450 550 706. 950 1,250,Business Studies (30) (40) (40) ,-,.. (45)' (50) (60) (75). ".: (100) -

..e.

8. Total EnrollMent 1,10Q 1,400 1,820 .2;500 I000 3,950 5,300 1,200in All Disciplines (130).. (145) (170) (220) ,(310)'' '(320) (475) (600)

9, New Entrants
.-

-

400
. .

. 450 .' .650 765
,

1,225, 1,200, 1,850 2,425.

10.- Science-Based 150 200 300 -' 380 625 600 1,000 1,300

11., Arts-Based
Nevi_ Entrants 250 250 350 385 600 600- :850 ,' 1,125'

Notes:.

1. The entries in parentheses are the recommended number ot teachers in ench FaCulty. For eachdepartment in a Faculty, ret:kon one Professor and two SeniOr Lecturers for every te'n tepchers.

2.: The piojections,assume tbat approximately 10 percent of each years' new entrants will, be
A-level holders, 50 perce t 0-level iiolders of high acadeMic senndirTgAnd the rest less qualifiedriolderS.

3. All 0-level entr ntS spend one or two ,years in pre-universIty.courses which are based in the:

i4, Faculty of Ar for those students whose future-degrge gOals are in Ore ArtshasedV.

disciplines

Fa6Aty'of.Science for those students Whose degree gni.ils Will be Sclence-based.

A. 'Thedegree courses,are normally.tPkep in the studentsFaculty of major subject. EducnOon,however, is -an .excgption. Ediication.students spend froth 1/2 tO 2/3 of their lectul'e time in the'
Fncultles of Arts of .Science..

- Source:

AO-students will take General Studios Cnurse.
-

N4iOn3i Universities Commission
-



THE UNIVERSITY"COLLEGE, PORT HARCOURT

The University College at Port Harcourt, .like the other two University

Colleges, will'be eleVated to University status in October of thisyear. The

dynamic Principal, D. E. V. Ekong, is an Organic Chemist who hsd his training

in,the United Kingdom and Germany. He had been a Professor at Ibadan,ear41er7

and; more recently; was Principal of the Calabar Campus of the University of,,

,

Nigeria. UCPH has no students as yet, is housed in quarters that are small

and widely spread, and has.a teaching,staff of 24 who are busy planning the

new durriculum. The College has the usual 4,000 hectares of ground 1.ocated

some 15 kilometers northwest of the city of Port Harcourt. Despite the in-

fl x of industry brought on by the oil boom, the city retains.some aspects'

.

of its Old existence.

The College is heavily involved in planning and beginning a variety of

construCtion projects. These include wells to supply water, sanitary facili-

ties, temporary buildings, what they call nemergenc)-buildingsand staff

housing. In addition to the staff now working; about a dozen move are under

contract and will soon arrive. -Officials are looking for more staff froM

various sources. They already have recruited from the United States, Canada,

and Poland. Nigerian staff are still in ,the mjority.

They-have had difficulties in recruiting from the United States. Ameri-.

can academics do not understand the Nigerian 'system,.their letters.of recom-

mendation are often'not adequately informative as ni the quality of the-

candidate, and Criez variatiotts in the U.S. system cause problems in levels

of appointment. Some candidates hold appointments at bigher academic leVelS

at less prestigious schools' in the United. States than they would in: the more, ,

105
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closely coordinated Nigerian systen. The University officials would welcome

help in forming selection pards of U.S. educatnrs composed of qualified

people Who also understand Nigerian conditions.

UCPH has appointed 16 graduate assistants who will go abroad for fur-

ther education. The present staff members do not endorse the idea of send-

,

ing students to universities elsewhere in Nigeria because (a) students want
.

to go al)road, (b) staff meMb-ers appear to wanethem to do so, perhaps for

4

teasons of prestige, and (c) mosterS programs in-NigeriainSually do. not

-
require course work, so that the student,is not neceasarily, as well prepared

to proceed direptly to the Ph.D. at an,institution overseas..

They need assistance in many fields, but particularly in Science, Mathe-.

matics, Pre-clinical Medicine, Public Health, General Basic Studies, Com-
)

munity Edueation, Rural Extension, Educational Technology, and other special

fields which have developed in the United States. They would welcomerhelp

through any Of a variety of channels: Fulbright-BaYs. or a Nigerian equiva-
.

lent, direct recrUitment, sabhatical leaveS, and institutional links.. They

would also weltome assistance with the planning and early evolution of their

professional faculties. Aviculture,.Medicine, Business Administration,'and

Engineering are all to begin within 'the next few years. In'Such fields, they
'

are-determined to regionalize hoSpitals and rural clinic's; they hope for

7--

close ties betWeen agricultural educhtion aria the farmer; and they plan to
?

..'offer an extra year, of practical work to engineering Students because o

inadequate prior exposure to technological processes.

OfficialS at UCPH hold a progressive viewol their mission. They plan

to move immediately to a format of 0-level entry, one.year of. remedial Work,

if requited, and a four-year university.course. They. Want their 'Students to

have Well-rounded programs on which to-base subsequent specialized courses.
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They will utilize semester courses and include field studies. Evaluation of

progress will be balanced between course examinations (75 percent) and

comprehensive examinationS (25 percent). The overall impression given by.

UCPH is one of a school with'an.able staff and a clear sense of mission

which includes realistic adaptations to the community and an eclectic ap-

proach to their task. 'The problems Of staying on their ambitious schedule

appear to be formidable; particurtrly with the inevitable-breakdowns ill's

supply systems and limits on capacity for construction.

9
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Disciplines

Agriculture.

2. Educatien

3. Engineering

4. Humanities

108

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, PORT HARCOURT - PROJECTION .OF

,
FIRST DEGREE ENROLLMENTS BY DISCIPLINE 1976/84

(Choice of Disciplines Based on the Tentative Agreoment of .the
Academic Planning Group at its Meeting of June 1 and 2, 1976)

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1981/84

50 100 150 .25Q 350 450'

,(5) (15) (25) (35) (40) S50)

200 -400 650 ' 850 1,050 '1,250

(10): (201 (30) (40) (45) (50)

1.00- 200 300 450 1

(10) (20) (30) (45)

100.1. v200 .
400' 600 ' 750 850. 1,000

(15). (25) (40) (50) (60) (70) (90)

5:-. ledictne !.50 . 150 .
250 400 550

.

(10) (15):. (40) (70) (90)

0 ..

6. 'Natural Science's 150 100 , 450 650 750 .' 900 t,006

,(20Y-- (35) ' (50) .(65).. (90) (100) (I10)

Social.Science & .. 100 200 350 550 .800 950

BuSiness Studies' (10) (15) '!.. (30) (35) (40) (60)

Total Enrollment in .250. 850 1,E.,00 2,650 3,600. 4,650 5.,700

, All. Disciplines (35), (85) (IA) (260) . ' (.285) (355). (445)
\

.
.

9. New ..t tsEnran, . 250 . 550 760 925' 1,100. 1,200 1,400

.)

10. Sciencel-Bas'ed
,

..

.New Entrants 150' -,250 - 0 455. 550 650 700 ,

11. Arits-Based.

New'Entrants 100 300 400 476 '550 550. 700
_... 4'. . .,,...-...

I .-

'Notes:

1. Entries,in parentheses are the recommended numbers of teachers in the Faculties,: For every.

departmqnt lir a Faculty, rockon one 'Professor and.tWo Senior Lecturers for every ten staff position;J:

. .

2. Tfie projections assume a mix of a 3-year, or 4-year, integrated degree programme in rho basiv
academic. disciplines for entry student with ,A,level qualiTications, or 0-level qualification ar high

academic standing respectively and 5-yenr integrated degree program:11'e for less qualified 0-level
, -

entrants. .

3. .A11 0-leve1 entrants take their 'pre-degree conrses in the FaCulties of Arts, or Science,. ,

depending on their degree geals. 0-level s'ti'idents of high academie.stonding 4end one-yOr on the

Pie-degree courses. .Lesw.qualified entrants:Wi 1) he expe,'-.ted to spend two years'op the

pre-degree 'courses.' . ,

4. BecaUse Of.the.presente of Cfri., Thrge numbers of preliminary Siuients, Student registration

in 'the-Ftypilties of Arls and'Xcience are normally large,.
,

5.' In the basfe.acadeMic disciplines, rhe' last three years of the' degree programme in the case

of 07:level entrants or the.three'-year4degree programme in ihe cnse of A-level ear:rants are normrlly.

spenthpn the degree work in the University. For 'tip dtigree conrse',;- the studen;is take the.**Iority of
their-ourses lo thefFaeulties In, which they are registered. Education Is an.'exceptIon,ithe.degree ;

students spend about 1/2 to 2/3 of their lecture time jn the Facilities of Arts and-Sllence.

:

- 6.. In the profassIons, such as Medicine; the duration of the 'degree programme is 5-year for

'A-lovel'entrants and 6 or 7 yearsfor-O-level entrants. Singer, however, the period of pre,universitY

courses is normally.spent in the Faculty of Science, the.tiM which -the entrV s.tudents'spend

.In the Pacul.ty of Medicine Is,also 5, years. .

...7.. Alf s'tudents',will take General .Studies Course..

Source: National Universities Commission'
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4. THE UNIVERSITY OF ILORIN

The Uniwrsity of Ilorin was established in'1975, as a University Col-

lege of the University of Ibadan. It is located in Ilorin, the capital city

of Kwara state (with a population of about 400,000)'.. The University is

operating temporarilY on.the site of Kwara State College of.itechnology "line

its permanent buildings are being planned for a site six kilometers east-of

Ilorin; that site covers an area of 17,000 hectares. Adjacent to it will,be

a new teaching hospital and t'he permanent site of Kwara State College of

. Technology.
,

The University enrolled its'fii-st students in 'the fall of 1976. .Alto-t

gether there are about 200 studentsi, some Of whom may.have been pre-Oiousi'y

entolled in.the College of Technology. These.students are servd8 by a

rapidly growing faculty which at the time of the vi'sit numbered about'106.

'The Vice-Chancellor of the University, a phySician trained at Ibadan and

interdationally known for his work i 'Nephrology, has apparently been quite

sucCeSsful.in recruiting Nigerians to ,his facultY. Some have Come ftom.posts

'-in'other universities.

the initial areas of concentration are the Applied Sciences and Tech

nology, Artg and Humanities'f Medicine and Engineering faculties a're planned

for 1977-78. Later they.hope to-have a Faculty of Agriculture. The,Univer-
.

sity expects to have. 10,000 tudentsin ten years. .

,.. A8. with the other new. universities., the University,will hat/e special
-° :

._...

problemS-in.deVeloping a:faculty <for medicine:'. The Dean of Medline has,I.

already been appointed. At the time of the visit, he was in the United

States.' In discussions, th(,. Vice-Chancellor and the faculty noted that,a

generally-perceived weakness df the secondary schOols in science increases

T
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the difficulty in meeting the need for manpower in Science, Medicine., and
,

Engineering.\
, .

,\ 1-
\ 1

The Vice-ChanceVlor e hastzed the importance of encouraging town and

gow'd interaction, partic4larly. in EducatiOn'and Medicine. The University

plans from the 1>ery beginning to view itself a directly related to the

,r
Affairs of the commUnity whicl-Ot serves'. Mention was.made of the use of

the work7study-model in Engineering and community=based programs which would

ingUre continuing educati}Sn'and life-long learning.
. \,./

,

As torthe possibilities/of increasing effective relationships.with

IAmerican education, the.Vice Chancellor. stated that perSon-to-person link-
.

.

. .

.
,

.

ages were More durable alth ugh-institution7to-institutionlinkages might

be more effective at the ou set. einkages with other Nigerian universities

.were desirable if they could be'arranged on/a non-political basis...and with

strong departments. ,A common interest in research was seen as a,possibie.
..

motivation for.internationak linkages. One f the purposes of-the visit.

.of,the Dean of Medicine to the °United States was to.explore such opPortu-L

nities. Most, of the impaCt of the linkages should be dijected toWard the

recruitment of expatriate. manpOwer aad to opening up prospects for the

collaborative development of Nigerian faculty. In addition;- they would
t:

need Sdite a8sistance and adviCe With curriculum planning, especially_to
. .

implement multidisciplinary core Studies. A particular need exists for

."

assistance.in the development of library resources. The building of ode-.

quate library collections may indeed be a problem common to all of the

new universities.

s' 1: 1 6



1. Education

2. Engineering'

3. Humanities'

4. Natnral §cieuce

5. Medicine

6. Soeial Science E,

Business Studies

TotalvEnrollment in/
All Disciplines

. 'New Entrants

9. Science-Based
New Entrants.

10. .Art-Based

New Entrants

111
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UNIVERSITY COLLEGE; flORTh - PROjECTIQN OF FIRST DEGREE
ENROLLMENTS BY DIgCIPLINE = 1976/84

1981/82 1982/83 1983/84
1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1986A1

100 250 450 750 800
(5) (10) (25) (35) (35)

50 100
(5) (15)

....

100 206 350 . 500 550
(10) (25) on) (45) (50)

100 200 300. 500 650
(20) (30) (50) (55) (80)

1 100 200 300 .400
(6)

."

(10) (20) :' (45) (80)

---5.. 100 .250 '.- 400 550
(10) (25) (30)'

t
05)

300 850 '1,550 2,900
.

3,050
(41) .

,
(75) ' (150) (215) (305)

, .

.300. 550 '700 900 1,106

150 250, 300 . 450 550

7

150 300 400 450 550

1,000 1,100 1,400
(40) (50) (70)

250 350 600
(25) (35) (60)

. 750. 1,050 1,200
'(60) (90) . ,(100)

800 1,000 1,300
(90) (100) (130)

. 550 7,00 800
(1.20) (150)- (175),

. 650 900 -1,300
(50) (60) (100)

4,090 5,000 ,6,600
(385') (485) ,,(635)

.

1,200 1,806 .1,700

650 800 .900

550 1,000 800

Notes:

1. The entries in parentheses are the recommended.numbers of tedehers ih the Faculties. FOreach department in. a Taculty, reckon one Professor and"two Senior Lectueers forrevery ten teachers,.30.percent of the teachers should/be persons of. Senior Lecturer Grade and.above.

2.. The proiections assume a miX'ef entry students with' .0-1eve1 and A-level qqalifications. Tiedegree programme for the A-level entrants as of three years duration in the basic academic disciplines
of Arts; Social Sciences; and Sciende 'and also in the professions of Law, Agriculture, and Education.
For A-1eve1 entr,ants, theclegree course. in Human-Medicine is 5 years.

.

0-level entrants w61 spend four or five years for-the degrees in the'bO'sie disciplines depending,.o; their academic standing at the tipe of admission. For such students the degree cburse in MediCine
is 6 or 7 years,

. . All students admitted with 0-level qualifications (into pre-degree courses) in the Science-
basod.disciplines of Natural SCiences, Medicine; and SCience Edncatican should normall.y take all their
two-year Or one-year pre-degree courses' in tlfe Faculty of. Sciences.,. Similarjy those admitted to,the
Arts-based'clisciplioea such as Business'AdminiStration take Cheir tWo-year or one-year. Preclegree
courses in the Faculty of Arts.:

4. The implication of the above.is that in the Faculties of Science and Ar.ts, .students eourse
registrationl are high and the FTE numbers far 'exceed the nctual students' registration-in theseg'
Faculties./

5... In the basic academic disciplines, the last three years Of the degree programme are normally
spent on did' degree work in the Univefsity. During this poriod:thestudents tp,ke the majorityof,
their Courses in the Paculties-.in which they are registered. Education is en exception:'the degree
students' spend about 1/2.to 2/3.of theiclecture time.in the Faculties of Arts'and"Science.'

.6/ All students will take General Studies Course.

Sourcel National Universities Commission
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5. THE,UNIVERSITY OF JOS

The University of Jos gives evidence of an intention to develop rapidly.

Chartered as a university in 1975, it was built upon a School of Basic

Studies first developed by the University,of Ibadan in 1971. The original -

program called for an eventuaf enrollment of 1,000 students.in residence.
1.

Tempotary facilities have been obtained to house the administration, library,

. and all facilities except science in Jos township.. Hotels for men an.1 women,_

complete with dining and student union facilities, science laboratories, and

pre-clinical Medical,laboratories are hearing completion on land outside JoS'

on Bauchi Road. A tract of approxipately 4,000 hectares, contiguous with the

Bauchi Road site, hasl:leen identified as ihe site fOr the development of .

permanent campus. Preliminary planning is under- Way.but no construction has.

been starte8 on the new site.. The- new facilities are to be available within

the next two to three.years.-

. .

The ViceChancellor,..a physician ttained at IbadAn and-Glasgow, has both

M.D. an,T.ph.b. qualifications. .He comes to his ijost froM the Deanship of

.. Medicine at Nsukka where he led the deld21opment of the Medical,School. He

and-his 'staff view,,Jos as a developing institution which Is Moving in educa-
.

tional 'practice away from the:British .pradition toward.a.new Nigerian form

f higher education. 'From-)experience at Nsukka and an analysis of Nigerian

needs, they are planning the'University. as. a comprehensive educational

effort.

. The University is:mounting degree programs lasting either-three or four

. ,

years;dei5ending on level of entry. All four-year students are required.to

take basic Englishand-MathetaAcs at a level suitable to their declared
1 .

field of interest. All students are also required to take a core of courses
'

-,/
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in general studies as the means by whith the University meets.its obligations

L
to he a "transmitter of the general culture tO Nigerian Youth."

A.faculty is being assembled and those Already recruited arefunction-.

ing. .The teaching staff is approximately 50 percent Nigerian, and includes

a few Americans. The University is composed of Schools of Arts and Social

Sciences, Natural Sciences, Education,,Humanities, Environment'al Sciences,

,

and Medical Scientes. In October 1976, 467 students were admitted to the

four-year program and 112 to the three=year program.

Library hofdirigs include 26,000 volUmes plus nearly 1,000 periodicals.

The annual rate of expenditure for new acquisitions is 4i-160,000 or '$256,000.

for academit planninm in Arts and Social Sciences,

Education, Medical Sciences, and,Pmeral Studies have been

Program statements

Natural Sciences,

completed. These statements set forth the developmental plans as to curritu-

They see'the earlylum, admission requirements, and post-graduate study.

development of post-graduate programsas an:essential aspett Of University

develOpment.

The,deans and Officer's are currently involved with staff recruitment at

bo.048kger and,upper leV-61s;

graduate opportunities in

They wish to avail themselves.of.specifid

the United Status, particularly after the award

oi.an M.Phil. from Jos. Faculty eXchanges ate -desirable, especially With

Americans having' research interest.relevant to Aftican problems and interest

of Jos faculty. They would welcome linkages with American institutions or-
,

Associations for purposes of program development, staff developMent.staff,ing,
_

and information exchange.
4

short courses for both faculty and administrators

could assist,with certain tYpes

come assistanceiwith the

of staff development. They would also wel-
.

design. and production,of educational-materials and

with ,educAtional' management. 119
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Jos viewsitself as a comprehensive 'educational institution. It plans

,to include preparatory work in its School of .Basic Studies as part, of its

mission. In addition it Will o-ffer Extramural Education emphasizing the

preparation oT school leavers for admission to the'University. To this end,

correspondence coutses, night classes; and radiC and television Course work.are
,

being devised. Eventually, it may award external degreeS.

A readiness.was expressed to workvith the American bpuncil on Educa-

den in Washington if possible. Nearly all their senior people.have been
.

trained in the United Kingdom. Hence, they need help in gaining effective

access to the U.S. academic community..

. .

While the faculty reported enthusiaSm for.their work-,-they also.reported

spme problems-'..Staff housing.is-in short simply with many faculty living

in xerital quarters and lyotels. 'The climate while Pleasant in'temperature.
'

because of the'4,000,feet elevation is adversely affected by' the HarMattan.

Faculty offices- and teaching spaces are,crowded and inadequate, and the
.

transfer of attention to The construction of new facilities may exacerbate

difficulties with the temporary facilities they a're now using.

The University has already Appointed a Dean for its Faculty of Medical

Sciences and expects to begin,Pre-clinical training in the fall of 197.

The Dean expects to' have serious difficulty. acquiring an adequate faculty

for pre-clinical medicine especially in AnatomY;'PhysiblogY, and-Pathology:

They will need to'commence clinical training long before the new university

hospitalis completed -on the new site. A.state hbspital in Jos wilrbe used

to.provide the core of the clinical training Until the new facilities are

ready. However; the lev41 of some services in the state hospital must be

raised if the level of clinical education is to be satisfactory.

4
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UNIVERSITY OF .JOS - PROJECTION OF FIRST DECREE ENRdLLMENTS

1976/84'

(Choice. of Disciplines Based on. the Tentative-Agreement of the
.Academic Planning Crol,p at its Meeting of June 1:bnd 2, 1976)

1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 19B3/8.4Discip1ines 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79

1:. Education 200 300 . 400

(10) . '05/ (15)

2. Environmental 50

Design (5)

3. Humanities 200. 300 460,

(25) (30) (40):

4. .Law' ..__. 50
, (10)

5. "Medicine 50 150 250

(6) (15) (20).

. .

6. NaturalScience 150_ 300 450

_ (20) (35) , (50).

; . Social. Sciellce &. -- ' 150 300

Buitness Studies (2Q) (30)

'

8. Total Enrollment in 600 1,200 1;900

All DiSciplines (61). (115) (170)

9. -New Entrants 600 600 650...

10: Sdience-Based
New, Entrants 300 300' , 300 '

11. Arts-Based
New Entrants 300: . 300 350

60U 700 900 1,100 1,500

'(20) (25) . , (30) (35) (40)

100 150 200 350' . 500

(10) (15) ,;20) (35) (50)

550 550. 650 1 750 1,100
,

(50) (50) ((0) L (64) (90)

,

150 250 4.00 '550 700

(10) (15). (15) .(25) (30)

350 500 650 800 : 900

(6.0) (90) (100) (110f (130)

.600 700 850 0 1,600 A1,300

(70) t(100)' (110). (140)

450 600 650 750 1,000

(40) (45) (50) (50) (60)

2,800 3,456 .4,100 5,300, 7000
(260) (330) .(375) (419) (540) -

-1

850 1,150 1,300 1.60 2,400

1,

. 350 600 . 2650 856 .1,150

500 550 650 800 1,250

Notes:

, 1. The entries In parenthese,s are the recommended number of teacbers\in th.e. Faculties. For

each department, reckon pne Professor and two Senior Lecturers for every staff establishment of ten:

2.. The enrollment projections assume a 5-year,integrated degree programme for some 0-level

entrants (abopt 40 percent) and a 4-year integrated degree Otogramme'for 071evel entrants of high

academic standing, the rest of the new intake (about. 26 percent A-level). .;

3. All'p-level entrants take their pre-degree cours'en full time 16' the Faculty-Of Arts er

.Science depending on whether their fu.A.ure degree goals ..ire7Arts-based or Scienc&-based.

4. After the successful.completion of the pre-university courses, students' lecture loads

are normally concentrated in their departments or Faculties of major emphasis in which they dre

,registered for degrees. Education is an .exception, the degree students sliend about 1/2 to 20 of

their lecture tiMe in either the Faculty of Arts or the Faculty of SCience depending on their

choice of academic subjects'.

5. The duration of the degree in the.disciplines of Arts, Social Science, Education, Science,

Lau./ is 3 years post A-level or 4 years post 0-level: Of high si:anding, 5 years for weaker 0-level

_ entrants.

6- 'All students will take Cenetal Studies Cdursei

.

Source: -Naticinal Universities Commission 121



. THE UNIVERSITY OF MAIDUGURI

. The University of Maiduguri is located in i:luildingS which fOrmerl}i

housed the North Eastern College of Arts and Sciences, a secondary school
0

for holders of the West Africa School Certificate. The buildings, con-

structed in the early 1970's, include science,laboratories, a library, lec-
.

ture rooms, administrative offices, student housing, and staff housing.

These.buildings are to beCome a part of the Medical school when the uni-

versity buildings,are constructed on a contiguous site.
0

The University is situated at the edge Of Maiduguri-, the: capital of
.

.

.
. .

., .

. Borno State.inthe northeast corner of Nigeria. The:city is'isolated be-

-
/cauSe of 'large dic.tances from other centers of population and poor communica-

. ..
.

tion links. The ,climate of Maiduguri has greater extiemes-than does that in

any otheroPart of Nigeria--the temperature can drop below 50°F, and e.e mean

high temperature in'May is 107°F.

When the 'University was created in March of 1976, it' also inherited
°

some of the faculty and students from the College. Most of the students

tran?'erred to the new two-year program so as to prepare for entrance .to

university-level courses. The present enrollment in the latter,courses is

65 students of whOrikfive are in Science. Another 650 students are enrolled-

in the t-,!,1-year preparatory program called lasic Studies. Two reasons were

.given for the low enrollment in the first. Year of the undergraduate program:

(1) Ahmadu.BellO Uniwrsity advertised for students:long before Maiduguri
t

Could adveriise, 2).Most students want tO enter 'Professional courses and.
4

-no professional courses are available at MaidUguri at present. AR American

faculty member stated that the-Students were a pleasure'to teach because

they had a p6Sitive attitude tbward learning:

117
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The enrollment in the University is planned to readh 5,700 by 1983-84.
6

,
32 AccOrding'to the ViCe-Chancellor, this enrollment will probably not be,

.- .

.

. ,

. ."- -
.

.

achieVed so soon. ' The chief conStraint will be the rate:bf;construction

of new.:fcilities.

The University plans to offer a threeyear undergraduate curriculum.,

-
A temporary or interim currfCulurv ier existing departments ie being, worked

,.
. .

bUt by the present staff. When more members of staff ha-Oe arrived, they'
0

.
will review the curriculum and make a fresh start about 1979. Decisions.

regarding the general mEssion'of the University--partfcularly in relation

to the region served7=are also awaiting the arrival of more faculty members.

The University plant to begin the development of the curriculum in

Medicine in September 1978 io that senior staff inMedicine will be needed
.

soon. Instrution in Clinical Medicine is to begin in 1980. By that time

a 6007ted teaching hospital shbUld te ready.

,The small facUltof a little more than :25 is approximately 40 percene
,

.Nigerian: Thi'S percentage should incrase but.not in the'immediate future.

The.University will attempt initially toeevelO13_some neW-staff by reetult
.0

ing seudents finishing the_firstLAlegree elsewhere and providing them with

study fellowships. The institution will-be at a disadvantage vis-a-vis
1

ebtabliShed universities beCause it will not.produce significant numbers of
,

graduates for several.years. -The proposal of Bayero Universityj.h Kano pf
0

especial relationship of plateau-area UniverSities to ABU was-not favored.

,

They wiSh to recruit from all Nigerian universities. Their.strategy is to

employ one-or two,putstanding staff meMbers for each department and have

these individuals recruit from among their-professional accivaintanceS.

.
_

Recruitment is likely to be difficult in the early stages.

f



Any expatriates who are recruited shoul'd be'motivated.by a pioneering

.spirit-and should,be flexible. They willlhave.adequate staff housinit. 'One
J

'constraint is inadequate education for
l

children;-hpwJer, a" staff sChool;,isv.,

planned. Opportunities for expatriates to conduct research ae limited.

The University wishes to e-stablish -one or.more links with American

universities to obtain help, particularly in the are:as of Medicine, Agri-

culture, Hydrolpgy,.and Veterinary Medicine. They would- also .welcdmeomp

help in other departments:

E .

,

3
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,UgIVERSTIY-07 MAIDUGURI -.:PROJECTION OF FIRST;
DEmt ENROLLMENTS BY DISCIPLtNE 2 1976/84

,

(Choice of Disciplines.ba'ied on the Tentative Agreement by the Academig..

. .
Planning Group,at its Meeting of june 1st and 2nd 197.6.'

.

'Disci:Nine-
,----

l'?7.610;

,',..-

:1977/79 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81

,

1981/82
...,

1982/63 1983/84

, .

1. Agriculture
,

_ '100 200 300. 450 600 ,% 700

..
(5). . . (10 (20) (3o) . (40)

2, Eaucation. 200 400 , 600 SOO -.1000 .1100 .1200 1200"

(10) (10) (20) (25) :;:. (30) (30), (35) ,(35).
.1

4. ;.

,:.HUmanities 100 200 300 '' '400 500: - 550 600 650
..3.

(15) (25) (30) (40)'-! (45) .:(50) (60) (60)

4. Law.' ....-... 50 150 200 . 300 1.400 -500 60,0

(5) (10) (15) (30)- ..'"(40) (50) . (60)

5. Medicine '50 150' 250 '350 .. 500 550 800

7.(10f (15) (40) (60)
.

(80) (90) (105)
,. .

. Natural Science .
300 '450 00 750* 850, -950 1100

(35) (50) (70) (95). (100) (110) (130)

7. Social Science & '" 300 450 600 750 800 800 ' 850

.Business (30) (40)
.

*(45) . (50)
..

(60) ,(60)
\

(65).

8. '.'et4,rinary
._._ .-- 250 150. i 450

Medicine . (20). (30)

/

...
.

.(50)

l

9; Totil,Enrollment. ioo - loo 2200 3050 . 3950. 4900 -5650 6350'

. in:all Disciplines
, .

(25). (115) .(170)- (250) (330) (380), (475) (555)

10:.:- New Entrants 600 650 . SOO '' 950 10000 1300 '1350 1500
_

Science-baSed . ,

New Entrants 250 300 450 500 , -550 800. : 700 750

12. Arts-based
New Entrants 150 ' 350 350 450 450 500 ,600 750

Notes:

1. *The entries in parentheses are.the recommended number of teacher in the Faculties in each

department viithin. a Faculty_, regkon one Professor and two. SeniorfLecturers for eVery staff.establish-

ment of ten.

2. The projections assume a mix of entry students with 0-level'entrabts are about 20 percent Of

the total and 0-level entrants of high'standing.(one-year pre7uniwersitY-courses) accounting fcrr

another 30 percent. The ret are 0=level entrants admitt..-Id into two-year pre-uniers4.y courses.

3. 'All 0-level science-based entrants take their pre-university courses full-time in theFaculty..

of Science and'the Arts7based 0-1eve1 entrants take their pre-pniversity.courses Full-time in the

Faculty-of Arts. .

4. In-the basic academic .disciplines; the last tnree years of the degree progra.le dre normally

spent on the degree-viork in the.University. During'this period, the"Students take the'majority

,,their,courses in.the Faculties'in which they axe registerdd. Edmcation is an exception, the degree

students spend about 1/2 tO*2/3. of theit lecture tithe inleither the Faculty of Arts or the Faculty

of. Science depending ot whether they hie Artg-based or Science-based.

5, All stUdents wi rUke Geneial Studies'Course.

Source:. Naiional.PniversitieS Commission



,..,-THE.UNIVERSITY OP SOKOTO

The University of Sokoto, founded in 1975, differs from t.,e .1ther new

unlversities in that it had.no base in a Prior institution. The other new

universities are outgrowths of educatiodal institutions of some type--voca-

tional- or technical schools, sixth-form colleges,-or university colleges

affiliated Fifh an established university. 'As a result, the University' of

,SOkoto iS temporarilY ocCupying ad government buildings, tether tban.school
,

buildings.

.

.

The University,of Sdkoto is one of threb universities.which arp located

near the country's northern_border; The Islaticnature ofthe.region-affects.

the . type and extent. ofeducatiOn provided. The area is behida the rest of

the country in the development of- western-style education. -The Supply-of

well-prepared entrants tdruniversity is accordingly limited, and it is'

difficult to attract able students and-staff from other areas-fin Nigeria.

A'permanent site has been acquired northwest of the town of Sokoto

along a main road leading to the,tZ-epublic of Niger. The site covers an

area of 5,623 hectares (an area larger than the present city of Sokoto).

Two-year preliminary courses will be offered in the 1977778 aeademic year

in Ehe Humanities and Basic'Sciences Ihree-year undergraduate courses

leading to the degrees of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Education, and.

Bachelor ofScience Fill also be offe'red in the 197778"academic.year.

The development of the:progiaM at the University of SOkoto is being

A

'

planned in.three phases. .The following faculties and departments will be

eslabliahed in-Phase One (1977=78): Arts and IslamiCStudies, Social

Sciences and Administration, EduCation and Extension Services,'Law,.Sciende,

Mediéine, and Asriculture. Rhase Two (1980-85) will see the establishment

121
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-7122

44

t -

raaditiona'l facultieS of Veterinary Science, Pharmacy and Food Science, '

and Engineering:.:..,Phase Three (1985-90). wifI be primarify a period bf

. .

consolidation and.growth. The enrollment is planned to grow:to 2,000 during

Phase'One, al the end of which staff house6, administration:buildings; and
, .1

.

teaching blocks will be available at the perManent'Site. With furtrie-r

growth the.enrbllment isplannedto be 5,000 by 1985 and-tb be 10,000 bY t1990.

:The University bf Sokoto has.advertised for staf.fjhrough. various_

papers-and-thrbugh IUC. tibout.--44..offers have been made for-posts for next

yean---ofthOSe offered, more than three7quarters are to. eXpatriates. Be-
,

cause of difficulty in recruiting Nigerian staff; they estimate that the.'=

majority of the faculty will be expatriate. at least until 1980. Officials .

.have been encouraged by the:response toltheir advertiseMents. However, most

Hence, they are particularly_interested in.are frpm-ybunger faculty.

recruitini senior academic staff, particularly, in the Facultiee' f Medicine,

:Agticuitbre, Social Sciences, and Administration. They need help in planning
-

programs, in identifying new faculty, in planning the physical facilities,

7add in developing research.z.
They would like-to establish.linkages with one or more U.S. universities,

not only for.Purposes of'securing staff, but also to have a-place to send

their graduateS tO do research using gophIsticated equipment.

,

The univer-

sity administratiOn.-is s1go interested in attracting individuals who are.On
,

sabbaiCals-, or in bringing speciaIistS to the University bf Sokoto for Short
.

StaYs.Of two or three-months. They are fooking'for pioneers whb 111 prize

the opportunity to work in an African University that is-just beginning,
-

;

127
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UNIVERSITY OF.SOKOTO - PROJECTION OF FIRST DEGREE -

'ENROLLMENTS .BY'DISCIPLTNE , 1976184
. -

.

. (Cbtlice of Disciplines based pn the Tentative.Agreement by &he
Acodemic Planning,Group at its Meeting of June 1 ar;d 2, 1976)

. ..

1978/79 1979/80 1986/81.1981/82. 1982/83 1983/84
,

, .. -.
19'77/78

1. Agriculture &
Forestry

'2 : 'Education 150

(5)''

3. Htiipanities. 100

.

(15) .

-

. edicine-

(5)

M

4. Law 100

6. Natural Science ' 100 _

- (20)

7. Sotial Science 7,.

8. Veterinary.
Medicine

9. Total Enrollftrit 450
.. in All Disciplines'

, (50)

.10. New Entrants 450

.Dtscipline

11.1 Science-Based
New Entrants 200

12. ArtS,4ased
New Entrants 250

50 100 200 300
(4) (8) (12) (20)

.350 .--.(M. _.,.(7.7.gc; 950 '1,000 .1,200
(10)

..

_

(25) _ (30) (35)

250 400 550 700 750. 800
,,(25) (30) (46) (60) 63) .(68)

0,

1

0) (15) (20) (25)

(10) . (15)

250

100

(40)

300 400 :550

550

(60)

700

(80) (100)

(30)

:7.50 750 .

.

(40)

'750

250 550 700 750 1,000
(32) , '(50) (70) (90) cs(95) .(1251

,
.

7- 50 150' .250 350 550
(15) (20) (25). : (35) (50)

: 50 100 .. 290 300
(4) (8) (12) (20)

' .

1,200 2:000 2,950 3,900 4,650 5,650
. (87) '(140) (244) (291) (357) .. (458)

7.56 800 950 950 1,200 1,650'

350 350 450 450 700 .950

-. 400 450 500 500 . -500 700

Notes:

. .

I., The entries in parentheses are the recommended number of teachers. For every department--
in-a Faculty.,reckon one:Professor and two Senior Lecturers for every establishment of ten. .

2. The projections assume a 5-year,integrated degree.programme for some 0-level entrants,
or a k-year programme for 0-level entrants of high standing (about 10,percent). Some ort,be new
ivake (about 10 percent) fn any one year May be A-level entrants for the traditionnl 3-year degree
programme. , . A

3. Ail students admit'ted with 0-level .ii3AliTications (into p're-degree coues) in the Science
based,ilisciplines of Natural Sciences, Medicine,, Agriculture, Veterinary Medicine, Engineering,
Environmental Design. and Science EduCati.on should normallytake all their twol.year or one-vear.....
pre-degree'courses in the FacultY.of.Scfence. Similarly those adMitted into the Arts-based
disciplines'such as LaW and Business 'Administration taketheir two-year or one-year pre-degree.
courses .in the Faculty of:Afts.-

. .

' : 7

4. The implication orthe abovefor, sa.... the. Faculty of Science is as follpws:
. ,

,
Acc9r5ling to the projection: in the aca4emic year 1979/80, there urg 400 students.registered.

:

(Preliminary.andtDegree) in.the Faculty:pf Science for degree goals in that Faculty. Howevee,..as
can be seen from Row. 11, :there are'abqit 200 oth&- Science-based ne., eot?artts.whO 'tihould take their

. ,

0 pre-degree courses l'ull-.time in.the.raculty ofScience. - .

. . .
. .

.

,-,..-_
.

.1''' . ,..
If some of the 0-level-entrants admitted in the,previous aca6Mic..

year (1978/-79) take pre- .,
degree courses for two.years, their number must be added'to the. 1979/80 new entrants to obtain....
,the totalwiumbei of preliminaty students taking cciurseS .full-Iime in the Wulty of Science.

'.

t

e'r5. In the basic academie diallilines,,the last- three years of the degree progrtilimie are
normally spent on the degree work in the'university During thi.Speriod the stUifents take the ,

majO-ritl of their cogrges in the Facuitieg-43n which.,;they are registereAl. Education is an excep-
tion, the degree stuifents spend about 1/2 to 2/3 of...their lecture time.;iii. ate Faculties of Arts .

and ScieaCe.
,.

o ,:1-r p.-

. ,
.

. - ,,' '

-
. .,

. 6. 'The degree programmes in certain proTeAional diSciplines take longer Chan:5 yean;:.(in
. the case of 0-level entrants). _.,1 gried'example.is Medicine laSting 7 years,"Or 6 years, or 5.
years depending on the entry.pinalifications'beirfg 6-level, 0-1evel of high ac.hdemic Etanding

9.r. ,

.,,V-level.. ,

..
. . '.

'-
. ..

. ,. . .

-.1. All students4wifl'take.General: Studies. Course.
.

. c - ..
,.: 4-4.,- ._'. ,... 2. .

.

.
,,i'.;:

..'"'
'Source,: c!'Nali6n.01: linlVerS ities ^.Gomalf§ston4 '... ..

. .....
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